
APPENDIX I 

The Supersymmetric Lagrangian 

I. 1 BASICS 

Superspace and Superfields 

We remind the reader of some fundamental aspects of supersymmetric theo- 

ries. We extend normal space-time to “super-space” which includes a number of 

complex anti-commuting (Grassman) coordinates B,, & (8 E et). Superfields are 

functions of these superspace coordinates 

where D is the dimensionality of space-time and we refer to this as an “n = K” 

supersymmetry. In this paper we will restrict ourselves to D = 4 and K = 1 

which corresponds to the simplest supersymmetry . 

We shall take P and s”l to be two-component anti-commuting objects (akin 

to Weyl spinors): 

o= (ii) e= (2) . 

Thus 

{8i,Bj} = {$i,Vj} = {6i,Bj> = 0 i,j = 1,2 . 

In particular 

(11) . 

(12) . 

(13) . 



For short we write 

(14 . 
< 

Note that O3 = 0 = a3 and likewise for higher powers of 0. 

Supertransformations and the Supersymmetry Generators 

We examine a superfield under the action of an infinitesimal translation in 

superspace (‘supertransformatior?) 

&-4+E F--+~+Z xp -+ xp + 6xP (15) . 

where E: and z are infinitesimal, two-component, anti-commuting c-numbers. We 

desire to construct 6xp from the anti-commuting coordinates 0 and 8 subject 

to the constraint that xp must be a real coordinate which commutes, not anti- 

commutes. Since x$, the product of two Grassman objects, is a commuting 

object we must construct 6xp from products of C’S and 6’s. 

The two simplest transformations which retain the Lorentz structure are 

(16) . 

Note that using cap and E ‘b these may be recast into equivalent forms. The 

second equation in (1.6) is the traditional choice. These forms follow because ~9 

(and V) are the only dimensionless constants with a single Lorentz index. Note 

that here E, E are c-numbers and we are dealing with rigid (global) supersymmetry. 

In a local theory (i.e. supergravity) c = E(X) and z = Z(X) but E # @i). 
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Representing these supertransformations by (4 is a superfield) 

(17) . 
c 

where 

we can find the supersymmetry generators Q and g. 

(19) . 

++ ( 
d - a 

> ( 
a a = E -- de iape dx~ +z --$ - ieap dxcc 

> 
where the final minus sign comes from anticommuting z through B& ‘Note that 

tY/%J and a/a3 are two-component anticommuting operators. Comparing (1.7)) 

(1.8) and (1.9) we have 

Note that the definition of & differs by a sign when compared with those of 

Wess and Bagger. ’ This arises because they use & and we use ? = &%~ ‘=’ -& 

where u=n means “which has the numerical magnitude”. 

Summarizing, under the supersymmetry transformation t& 

(1.11) 
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the superfield c$( xP, e,8) transforms as 

Q = $ - i& & 

Relationship with Hamiltonian 

(1.12) 

It can be shown that [6,, $1 - (~a~~ - &5)E$ and so two successive super- 

symmetry transformations lead to a Lorentz transformation (in a local theory this 

will necessitate a torsional term). In a sense the supersymmetry transformations 

are “square roots” of Lorentz transformations. In particular {Qa,gb} = 2$Pp. 

Multiplying by (EO)“” (i.e. taking the trace) leads to 

- - QIQ1 + Q2Q2 + kc. = PO = x (1.13) 

and so the Hamiltonian is sum of the squares of the supersymmetry generators 

and is always positive semi-definite. This Q is like the “square root of U”. 

Covariant Derivative 

We desire a supersymmetric 

that if 4 + 4 + S,4 then 04 + 

derivative which commutes with EQ and @ so 

DqS + S,DqS (i.e. if 4 transforms as a superfield 

then so does 04). It is easily checked that if we let 

a -a 
D = a8 + i&V dx~ 

(1.14) 

D a d 
= ae +ieap - dXP 
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then [EQ, (D] = {Q,D} = 0 and similarly 

-- 
{Q,D) = {Q,o} = {&,D} =o . (1.15) 

Note that D is like Q with a change of sign. (1.15) implies that S,O+ = D&d 

using the definition of JC in (1.12). 

Differentiation and Integration 

Differentiation and integration over Grassman variables is largely a matter 

of definition. We define (E is a single component) 

d 
zA=O GE 1 = (1.16) 

when A is independent of E and could be commuting, anti-commuting, or a 

combination. 

Note that 

-&AC= 
A if A is commuting 

-A if A is anti-commuting 
(1.17) 

For integrations we invoke three axioms 

(i) Linearity 

/ (AF(E) + BW))dC = A J F(E)dE + B s G(E)dC ’ (1.18) 

Note that JdE is a definite integral over “all values of 6” and that s AdJ = 

- $ dcA if A is anti-commuting. 

(ii) Shifting variable of integration 

(1.19) 

(iii) If xc = 0 V x then E = 0. 



Consider: 

I (E + x)dE = / (d(+ / xd( by linearity 

I (E + x)dC = I EdE by shifting 

* I xd( = 0 (1.20) 

Since E2 = 0 (E a single-component object) any function of c has a trivial expan- 

sion of the form 

F(E)=A+BE (1.21) 

and the most general function is a linear function. 

Then 

and unless we want integration to be totally trivial (all integrals vanish) we must 

have l Edc # 0. For simplicity we select 

I (d( E 1 . (1.22) 

We see that the rules for differentiation and integration are identical with dt = 

s de acting like projection operators, projecting out only those terms with a t. 
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Multiple integrals work the same way (keeping track of anti-commuting d( dx, 

etc.). Thus for a two-component object 8 = (Or B2)T 

and all other combinations vanish. Note again that dF/dB2 s 1 F dB2. 

Comnonent Fields 

(1.23) 

Let us consider the expansion of a superfield +(z, 0,8) where e,e are two- 

component anti-commuting (coordinates) parameters 

+,e,i?) = S(X) + (3ql +iJ2e) + (alee + u;@) 

e- 
+ ~,iWe + xJee + em2 + Dee88 . 

(1.24) 

All other Lorentz invariant combinations, such as BP,,BaW9 vanish due to 0; = 0. 

&+0&Q is proportional to’&&9 and so is not included. If 4 is to be real then 

s, A, and D are real and $1 = $9, al = a2 and Xr = X2. 

This represents many degrees of freedom. Just as a massless gauge field, All, 

has two, not four, physical degrees of freedom. To reduce the multitude of non- 

physical degrees of freedom a number of “supergauge-like” constraints are used. 

Although it is not readily apparent, a hallmark of supersymmetric theories is 

that the number of physical fermionic and bosonic degrees of freedom are equal. 

First it should be realized from (1.24) that any junction of a superfield is another 

super-field. 

This can be explicitly checked by testing that it transforms as a superfield 

under 60. For instance, since 04 and 04 are superfields, qb3n+ei#Dq5 would also 

be a superfield. For our constraint we could choose f(#) = 0 which would be 
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a manifestly supersymmetric constraint. In practice the two which are usually 

chosen are .D$ = 0 and 4 = 4*. 

Scalar Superfields 

We call superfields satisfying 

Dp=o (1.25) 

chiral (or scalar) superfields and their conjugates 

D#=O (1.26) 

anti-chiral superfields, or superfields of the opposite chirality. These equations 

may be trivially solved. Recalling that 

we note that 

and therefore 

is a solution of @ = 0. This follows since 

(1.27) 

(1.28) 
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(remember to anti-commute a/6@ past 0) and 

( 
d d --;+ieo’c d=o=i@. 

de X > 

Similarly D$ = 0 has solution 

f$ = e(xp 
-- 

- ieope, 8) (1.29) 

is an “anti-chiral” field. 

Since we can write 

3 = 7(Y+J) (1.30) 

we see that q5 is not an explicit function of e and that 3 is not an explicit function 

of 8. This is the principle reason that these particular constraints were chosen. 

The expansion of +(y, 8) is now simplified considerably 

4 = A(Y) + d%(Y) + 02F(Y) (1.31) 

where the t/z is chosen to make the closure of the algebra simple. Since q%(y, 0) is 

independent of 8 we see that any function of 4(y,6) will also be a chiral su- 

perfield, assuming that there is no 8 explicitly in the function definition, because 

f(4) 11 1 b wi a so e independent of 8. Note that A(y) is a scalar field and $(y) a 

spinor. This closure is easily seen by considering the effect of the supersymmetry 

generators Q and G on A, + and F which are called the “component fields” of 

the superfield 4. 
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Transformation of Scalar Superfield Components 

6,A = (EQ + @)A 

W = (EQ + T9)2CI (1.32) 

6,F = (cQ +zQ)F . 

Now consider the dimensionality of the quantities involved. Since 

Q-Ji%JE* 

Similarly 

PI = md1i2 [de] = m1i2 [A] = m [+I = m3i2 [F] = m2 [&I =: ml/2 . 
(1.33) 

In constructing a supermultiplet with a left-handed Weyl spinor 4 we might try 

QA - 91) on dimensional grounds and since [Q+] = m2 we could invent a state 

with dimension m2 or we can have Q$J - a,A. In general when we operate with 

Q we will obtain a state of higher dimension by m1/2 or the derivative of a state 

of lower dimension. It can be shown that & adds $ a unit of right-handed helicity 

while Q adds f a unit of left-handed helicity (helicity here means sz). As always 

adding j = i may result in states of jz Ifr $ corresponding to adding I$, f ) or 

I 
1 
p-$ ). Thus operating with & results in both states which have been increased 

and decreased by j = 8. Since we are considering a multiplet with a left-handed 

spin we take GA = 0 (since it would give a right-handed Weyl spinor). Take 

QA=@. (134 . 
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(The fi is conventional.) Similarly 

QS=&' &b = i&Pa,A . (1.35) 

Since there is no field with e3 coefficient F had better transform entirely into 

$‘s. (Also F - Q2A and so QF = 0 since Q3 = 0 being anti-commuting) thus 

QF=O GF = ijha,cA,b (1.36) 

or 

Note that 6,F = a total divergence. This is of cGticczZ significance and is 

always true of the “top-most” component field of a superfield (i.e. that which 

is multiplied by the most powers of O’s and B’s). The reason is that if we use 

the F-term as a Lagrangian density then L = $ dx F will transform under a 

supersymmetric shift & by - s a,$ - s 9 l dS w ic is a surface term at infinity h h 

and vanishes for topologically trivial systems (such as all that will be considered 

here). Thus &L = 0 and the Lagrangian will be invariant under supersymmetry 

transformations. More on this in Section 1.2. 

Vector Superfields 

The previous sections introduced the scalar or chiral superfield which contains 

a Weyl spinor, a scalar and an object “F” called an auxiliary field. This was 

subject to the constraint ot$ = 0. Here we introduce the multiplet which contains 
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gauge fields. The constraint used is that the superfield is real. We saw from 

(1.24) and the subsequent discussion that the expansion of such a superfield into 

its component fields is 

v = s(x) + i&b + $e + e2a + iT2a* + ed%i, 
(1.38) 

Any superfield of the form & is a real superfield ($ = c$+) and similarly any 

terms like 4 + 3 in a Lagrangian will be real. In particular 4 could be a scalar 

superfield. 

Super Gauge Transformations 

In order to expose the physical degrees of freedom of the vector superfield, 

V, we will have to foreshadow our discussion of Lagrangian construction of the 

next section. 

The kinetic term of a supersymmetric Lagrangian can be written as 

(d48 E d28d28) 

where 

recalling that 

L = d4e $(Y+,@~(Y$) 
I 

(1.39) 

YP = xp + ied yCL+ = xp - ieape .(1.40) 

Dd=O Diji=O. (141) . 

This may seem like a strange kinetic term since it has no derivatives in it! (One 

might expect s d40i? $D# or some such similar expression.) Remember that 4 
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and 3 are at different points in superspace (xYAW‘8) and so we have a da’fference 

instead of a derivative. 

Consider an Abelian theory for now. In a standard theory matter fields 

transform under the group rotation 

G +e A(z)+ (1.42) 

where we have absorbed the charge into the definition of A(x). When A(x) = A, 

i.e. the rotation is rigid (global), the kinetic term ~ZKIN = 3 PI/ is invariant 

under (1.42). When A(x) is spatially dependent 

To compensate we make the standard “minimal substitution” 

dp -+ DC1 = dp + ieAp (1.43) 

where Ap is a new field, called a gauge field, subject to the transformation 

A’1 + Ap - #A(x) (1.44) 

when tc) is subject to (1.42). “D” is the “covariant derivative”. The “covariant” 

Lagrangian (i.e. invariant under the gauge transformation (1.44)) is 

transforms as 

1.70 

(145) . 



We desire a similar realization for a supersymmetric version of an Abelian 

gauge theory. Let us promote A(x) t o b e a chiral (scalar) superfield 

DA(x, e,e> = 0 0x(x, e,e> = 0 . (1.46) 

The matter field is also a scalar superfield, i.e. q!~ is replaced by 4(x, B,a) and 3 

by e(x, 8, e>. The kinetic term (1.39) becomes 

$4 4 ;;F;(y+, 3) ~-~~(Yt,~)e~A(Y,9)4(y, 0) # & (1.47) 

where we have used (1.30). We can amend this in the same fashion as before by 

introducing a (vector) gauge superfield: 

LKIN --) &fv4 (1.48) 

where 

V 4 V + i(ii - A) 

and so 

se’4 4 $e -i;i;e(ix+V-iA) iA 
e 4 

= i$evq5 . 

The non-Abelian case is similar except that 

4 --$ ,iZ’“Aa i&e -iXaTa+ 

and the gauge transformation take the highly non-linear form 

,V --) e+i&zTa+ eV ,-iT”A, . 

(1.49) 

(1.50) 

(1.51) 

(1.52) 

Note that in such a transformation we must maintain the constraint on the 

superfields, that is chiral superfield remain chiral and vector (real) superfields 
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remain so. Recalling from the section on chiral superfields that any function of 

chiral superfields is itself a chiral superfield (and similarly for anti-chiral fields) 

we see that eiA@) is chiral and so is 4eiA@) so that the scalar nature is retained < 

under this transformation. From (1.49), since x = A+, we see that the vector 

nature of V is also retained. 

Functions of chiral fields, 4i with f;j4i = 0, are chiral because 

(1.53) 

and similarly DF(&) = 0. Products of chiral and anti-chiral superfields are, in 

general, neither chiral nor anti-chiral. 

Wess-Zumino Gauge 

We are going to make use of our gauge freedom in the selection of a particular 

A(y, 8) to reduce the degrees of freedom (i.e. component fields) in V as much as 

possible. From (1.30) and (1.31) 

t$ = J(Y) + dw(Y) + e2F(Y> 

Y = X + 

substituting and expanding about 2 = y as a power series allows us to express 4 

in terms of xlc: 

4tx, e,8) = J(z> + die+) + e2F(x) + iea”~a&(x) 

(154 . 

with a similar expression for q (the $ is a bosonic field [we formerly called it 



A(z)]) whereas, from (1.38) 

v(x, he> = S(X) + 3~ + @ + e2a + 82&* + t9&Ap 
(1.55) 

-- 
+ xi%49 + eeex + DeeeB . 

Thus for the gauge transformation V + V + i(a - A) we can select & + ;A (i.e. 

Re&) to cancel s(x); kill “a” using F’ and “a*” using Fn (from x); and cancel t 

off x with I/Q (the “A” means “from expanding A(x,B,8’) as we did 4(x,@) in 

(1.54)“). Thus we are free to set s, x,x, a and a* to zero in (1.55). This is akin 

to using the gauge A0 = 0 in QED. We are left with the relatively simple set of 

component fields: 

v(x, e,8) = -Bahia, + i(028x(x) - e”Ox(x)) + $ 02e”D(x) . (1.56) 

We have altered the coefficients to conform with the definitions used in Wess and 

Bagger. This cancellation can be seen from writing out the transformations of 

the components explicitly. For instance 

s(x) 3 s(x) + i&(x> + L(x) 

which leads to our choice of setting s(x) to zero. 

This special choice of gauge is called the Wess-Zumino Gauge. We shall 

use it henceforth at all times. By working in a particular gauge our calculations 

will lose manifest supersymmetry invariance. 

We have not exhausted our gauge freedom yet. Since ReTA was used to 

cancel s(x) we still have Im GA to play with. This implements the standard U(1) 
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gauge transformations (this is all for the Abelian case): 

A, + A, + a,(Im&) . (1.57) 

We are left with a gauge vector boson A,, an associated Weyl gauge fermion (x> 

and an auxiliary field which transforms into a total derivative (just as F did) 

under a supersymmetry transformation &. 

Aside from eliminating so many non-physical fields, the Wess-Zumino gauge 

also possesses the useful property of being of quadratic or higher powers in 8,8 in 

all of its components. For this reason V3 = 0 and any function of V terminates 

after only 3 terms. In particular 

ev =1+v+p2 

a welcome simplification in the kinetic term L = qev& 

(1.58) 
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I. 2 ANATOMY OF A LAGRANGIAN 

In the previous section we have established the machinery to construct su- 

persymmetric Lagrangians. 

Supersymmetry Invariance 

In addition to all the invariance properties we normally expect from a La- 

grangian (gauge, Lorentz) we additionally require that fT be invariant under 

supersymmetry transformations. If l is a Lagrangian density then the full La- 

grangian, L, is obtained by integrating l over all non-timelike coordinates 

L= 
J 

d3xd40 L(xp,8,8) . 

Since l d& = 0 and s &d& = 1 we see that (1.59) has no anti-commuting charac- 

ter left (L = L(t)) and that (1.59) merely projects out the S2e” (E e4) component. 

When we have only scalar fields, 4(y, 0) and $(yt,J), as terms in a Lagrangian 

(and no terms involving both) we see that 

d20F(4) + / d’&i’*($)] (1.60) 

where (since 3 = et) L is now manifestly real and we have used the assumed 

translational property of the differentials d3x = d3y. For vector superfiel.ds we 

must use (1.59) 

L = 
/ s 

d3x d48[F(V) + F*(V)] (1.61) 

and no conjugation of V is needed since V is real. 
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Superpotentials 

The term which corresponds to the potential in an ordinary field theory is 

the superpotential. Denoted W[C$~] ‘t 1 is a function of the chiral (but not anti- 

chiral) superfields in the theory and is thus itself a chiral superfield. It appears 

in L as 

LPOT = 
J 

W[qS] d2B + kc. (1.62) 

where h.c. = s VV*[8]d28 ensures a real Lagrangian. Such terms are responsible 

for masses and Yukawa couplings. This is known as the “F” sector since the 

highest (most e’s) component fields is of the “F” type (see (1.31)). 

From 

malizable 

(1.33) we have [b] = m and [d28] = m so that the most general renor- 

term of the type (1.62) is 

We will ignore C which could only play a role in supergravity. Note that there 

is no quartic term so one might suppose that four boson couplings cannot occur. 

Since the “F” term always appears without a derivative in E (once it has been 

expanded into its component fields) we can trivially obtain its equation of motion 

via Lagrange’s equations 

When F is solved for and resubstituted into 1 we might obtain quartic scalar 

component field couplings (once the other terms in 1c have been added). Note 

that in (1.63) there may be many different scalar fields. 
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Why we need more Higgs bosons 

E 

The Riggs-scalar interactions which generate quark masses originate in the 

cubic terms. It is because we can only use 4, and not 3, that the supersymmetric 

standard model requires two Higgs doublets. In the standard model Lagrangian 

we have 

where @ is diagonal and (H) = v. The supersymmetric version would be 

(1.66) 

and since fi 
AT 

t = H cannot appear in IV we must define a second fi, l32, with 

the electroweak quantum numbers of at. 

Components of the Superpotential 

In terms of component fields (J scalar, +$ a left-handed Weyl spinor, F a 

bosonic auxiliary) : 

4i(y, e) = &I(Y) + J%~(Y) + eeFi(~> 

+i$j = &(Y)&(Y)+ &[+iJj +iGtij]+ee[JiFj +&jFi -lktij] 

+ ee[fiJjJk + &Fj$k + &&jFk - h$jTk - $j$k& - $k$iJj] 
(1.67) 

obtained by simple multiplication ignoring f13 or higher terms. When we take 

J d26 of these we project out the 68 (“F”) t erm. The fi is in keeping with Wess 
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and Bagger notation. For 

If mij and Qijk are symmetric then we can write this as 

Note that, for the term W[+] = +i$j.. .4~, that the O2 (i.e. “F”) coefficient will 

be 

which can be written as 

awk4 
-xi-- 

(1.70) 

(1.71) 

In particular for +i = #j t/;,j, i.e. W[4] = +N we have a2 coefficient 

NJN-’ F + N(N - 1) JN-1$2 

P 72) . 
= W’F+W”$G 

evaluated at C$ = &. 



A more convenient notation might be 

&POT(W) = W,i(J)fi + W,,CT)$i$j (I.73) 

where W,&) means aW[&, . . . , ($N]/a4i evaluated at 41 = &, . . . , ON = &. 

Solving for F 

We may expand the kinetic term in (1.40) by using (1.54) and its conjugate. 

We find that the e4 coefficient of &(x,@,@+j(z,0,~) is 

Si(X,e,Q4j(Z,e9~) 
8888 

=FiFj+i 

(1.74) 

writing (thus far) 

L: = -CKIN + ZPOT = / &bid48 + / W[&]d26 + / w*[&]d”B (1.75) 

and integrating L = $ d3xL by parts to convert the ($,@)(ap&) term in (1.74) 

to the form JfCl &, we obtain (using (1.69)) 

By using (1.64) ( or its conjugate) for the equation of motion of F 

(I.77) 
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or 

F; = -(Ak + mik&i + gijk&&j) l 
(1.78) 

Now examining (1.63) (with C = 0) we see that 

(1.79) 

Consequently from (1.71)-(1.73) 

(1.80) 

i ij 

By using (1.78) in (1.76) we can eliminate F and F* and place L: in the form 

where the potential V is 

1) = F,*Fi l 

From (1.78) we see that V will provide a mass term for & (a scalar) of 

(1.82) 

(1.83) 

where the second line was written in matrix form with (Ji) a column vector, 

JT = (& & . . . &) and m, gk matrices. 
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Note that since Da = Da = 0, where a is a constant, that D(c$ + a) = 0 is 

still a scalar superfield. Thus shifting 4 + 4 + a, 3 -+ 3 + a* in a Lagrangian 
c 

yields another perfectly valid Lagrangian. r For this reason it is often possible to 

eliminate the Xidi term from W [4i]. If that is done then (1.83) becomes 

m4 = Jtlrn1’& (Xi = 0) (1.84) 

and from (1.81) 

m+ = 2 1 qGTrn+ + h.c. (1.85) 

and we see an explicit symmetry between the fermion ($, $J*) and boson (& 8) 

masses. In particular when there is only one scalar field, 4, present with compo- 

nents T and + 

4 m=ab=m2~~+~m~~+~m~*~*. (1.86) 

When there are multiple &, (1.84) and (1.85) lead to non-diagonal mass terms 

in L. Both may be simultaneously diagonalized by an orthogonal rotation 

%k + Oij+j; Ji ---) OijJj9 t:e. the superfields may be mixed 4i --+ Oij4j with 

kfD = OTmO. Note that the fermion mass terms are Majorana. Additional 

Dirac mass terms can be obtained via the Eggs mechanism in the usual way or 

via supersymmetry-breaking . 

R-Parity 

R-parity is an additive quantum number that we frequently impose to fur- 

ther restrict our class of theories. It may formerly be written as a global U(1) 
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symmetry of 1 (see references 1, 3 and 39.) It may also be written as (in lesser 

generality) l4 

R = (+J+=+L (1.87) 

where J, B, and L are the spin, baryon number and lepton number of a particle. 

It is also true that 

R= -1 for superpartners 

(1.88) 
R = +l for ordinary matter. 

In a renormalizable Lagrangian, invariance under R may be broken by the 

terms 4o 

4i Or 4idj (i # j) l 
(1.89) 

This is not surprising as fZ = $ X$id2B contains a term which would require 

that a single supersymmetric state be created. Conservation of R-parity implies 

that supersymmetric states must be created in pairs and consequently the lightest 

supersymmetric particle is stable. For most scalar superfields the spinor term ($) 

is mundane matter and the scalar (6) is the superpartner. The sole exception 

is the Higgs superfield where scalar component field is the normal Riggs boson 

H (i.e. $ z H) and whose fermionic partner has odd R-parity ($ E @. This 

explains how a term such as gijk$i$jJk can be invariant under R-parity. If 

46k = &, SO that $k = Hk, and $+ = Qi = ( z)i while $j = 7ij or Zj we have a 

normal Yukawa-type Higgs term where each field has R = +l. If only a single 

scalar field of the +i is present in the theory then a term like g& would violate 

R-parity (as well as lepton number and charge). 
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Comments on the Auxiliary Fields 

We have seen that the component field of highest dimensionality (F for scalar 

superfields; D for vector superfields) is an auxiliary field, that is appears with no 

derivative couplings in L. Such fields are non-dynamic (i.e. do not propagate) 

and, via their equations of motion (Z/aF = 0), provide a constraint on the 

other fields. The question arises as to who we bother including such fields at all. 

(This is somewhat akin to asking why we bother including a sigma field in the 

linear sigma model when we are going to solve for 

sigma model). 

it in producing the non-linear 

We have seen that F is extremely convenient in characterizing the potential 

energy term (V) when a scalar superpotential is added. A more fundamental rea- 

son lies in the fact that an unbroken supersymmetric theory must have an equal 

number of fermionic and bosonic degrees of freedom. Indeed the supersymmetry 

algebra can be derived from this statement l8 (plus a few assumptions and require- 

ments such as closure). Looking back at Eqs. (1.32), (1.34) and (1.35) we may 

ask why, given the superfield components A (a scalar, called 6 elsewhere) and $ 

(a left-handed Weyl spinor), we could not simply close the algebra with QZC, = O? 

(i.e. make 8 and 8 one-component objects so that +(y, 8) = A(y) + @9$(y) and 

Q, g would also be one-component anti-commuting operators with Q2 = g2 = 0.) 

Indeed in supersymmetric (N = 1) quantum mechanics this can be done 

(corresponding to an “N = 2 1 n field theory) but not in a complete field theory. 

Consider a free field theory of massless particles. On shell, with A and $ obeying 

their equations of motion (CM = 0; &&$ = 0), tc) has one degree of freedom 

(one helicity state), as does A, and all is right with the universe. In a field theory 

A and $ must be able to propagate off-shell. Then pcI would have two degrees 



c 

of freedom (just as if it were massive) but A still only has one. The solution is 

to introduce an additional bosonic degree of freedom, F, off-shell which has no 

on-shell degree of freedom. Such a state (remember there is no superpotential 

term W in this free theory) must have the equation of motion F = 0, To obtain 

this from 6L/&F = (a/a,) (U/b(WF)) re q uires that d,F not appear and that 

Fn appear with n > 1. Assuming only terms of quadratic order or less in the 

field for our free Lagrangian we see that F appears only in the term f F2 (and so 

cannot propagate or interact.) By dimensional counting we see that [F] = m2. 

The invariant action now assumes the form 

Another way of looking at this is that without F (1.37) would become1 (dropping 

the i and a): 

then 

and, on-shell, d?Qb = 0 so that we have a closed complete super-algebra. Off 

shell we need F with 

which will cancel the aW& term in (1.90). 



The same arguments may be applied to vector superfields. In a free, massless 

theory we have a gauge boson with two degrees of freedom (transverse polariza- 

E tions) and a Majorana gauge fermion with two degrees of freedom. Off shell the 

vector boson gains a longitudinal polarization and the fermion has four degrees 

of freedom, so, again, another bosonic degree of freedom is required. Thus the 

D-field term $ D2 is born. D, as F, transforms into a total derivative of the 

fermion field X. 

Super Field Strength 

Moving on to the gauge sector we desire to find an analogue of the field 

strength tensor, Fpv, of a standard field theory. We shall again start with Abelian 

theories . 

To motivate our construction we consider that, in a standard field theory 

F pu = -i[Dp, Py] = d,A, - d,A, + i[A,, Au] (1.91) 

where the final term is absent in the Abelian case under discussion. In a su- 

persymmetric theory we might try to construct a field strength out of the real 

vector gauge superfield, V, and covariant (super-)derivatives D and D. Under a 

gauge transformation Fpv + F,, because it is constructed from covariant (gauge) 

derivatives. This new object must be invariant under a supergauge transforma- 

tion as found in (1.49): V + V + i(n - A). Writing the field strength as 6V, a 

differential operator 6 acting on V, we demand 

o^V+o^V or &&A)=0 
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under the U(1) gauge transformation where we recall that A and x are scalar 

superfields (Dx = 0; DA = 0). Choosing o^ = D or o^ = D will not work 

because DA # 0 and DA # 0 (and DA # DA). Trying o^ = DB we note that < 
- DDA = --00x+ {D,D}K = {D,D}b. Now 

and 

[+, Da] = [a,,Bb] = 0 . 

Therefore DDd = -2i(r’V@ # 0. However, trying the next order 

‘(1.93) 

(1.94) 

(1.95) 

does work 

o^A = D2nA = 0 since DA = 0 

o^b = D2Db = -Di?Dx+ D{D,n}x 

= -2iDa’ll$i by (1.93) 

= -2id3D1 by (1.94) , 

= 0. 

In the literature 6V is called vh which is unfortunate since the superpotential 

is also called W. Its conjugate, Wcr , also satisfies the above criteria and is a field 

strength 

iv& = -; DD&V Wa = t DDDJ . (1.96) 

We note some immediately obvious properties of Wa. 
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1. Since D and D are anti-commuting, W, is an anti-commuting object like 

8, and wh is like &.. 

2. Since D3 = 0, OW, = 0 and Wa is a chiral superfield. 

3. From part 2 we can write Wa = Wa (y, 0) (just as for any chiral field) and 

W& = W,(yQ). w e can then use the explicit forms of D, D and V (in 

Wess-Zumino gauge, of course!) to expand Wa into its component fields 

w, = --A(z) + [D(Y)&Y - (~?‘)~~6pF,,] + 02(c&&?(y) . (1.97) 

Note that (on-shell) the final term would vanish by the Dirac equation leaving 

a gauge fermion, auxiliary field (D) and CT~~ FcLv term. Since Wcu is fermion it 

cannot appear alone in L but must appear in a combination such as PWa or 
- -a 

W*W,!. Also note that the further relation .PW, = D&W * is satisfied. Taking 

L: = s PWad28 would yield (since this projects out the e2 term) a convective 

#‘Fpv term in C which we don’t want is a QED-like theory. We desire a term 

akin to Fp,,FpV so we will try WaWa = W,PpWp. 

J W&Wad26 = WaW& = -2iXacld/& fr Fp”Fpu + D2 + f Fp’$&, (1.98) 

where FPu = Fahcrppu. This final term is known to be the source of much pain in 

anomalous theories. In this paper we will always be concerned with topologically 

trivial solutions. Then, after some integration by parts, (and discarding the, 

assumed trivial, surface terms) we have the real supersymmetric version of the 

Lagrangian for a free vector field 

L Gauge = 
/ 

WaW,d2e + 
/ 

&$d2g = f D2 - z ’ Fp”Fp,, - ix&J . (1.99) 

(The Fp”Fpu is like E2 - B2 and F@& is like E l B). In the non-Abelian 



case, just as we had the gauge transformation change from V + V - i(A - A) to 

eV+e - -inev eiA, the superfield strength becomes 

W, = -a D2emvDaev . (1.100) 

Constructing Supersymmetric Lagrangia 

We now have all of the ingredients necessary for constructing a realistic La- 

grangian which is supersymmetrically invariant: 

(1) The “Kinetic Term” s Jegv4d48 

This contains kinetic terms for the component fields of 4 and the matter-gauge 

coupling terms along with all of the corresponding supersymmetric vertices. In 

the W-Z gauge these terms conserve R-parity automatically and all vertices may 

(qualitatively) be obt ained by replacing fields from standard vertices in pairs by 

their supersymmetry counterparts, except when this would result in a new vertex 

of dimension greater than four. For example, using (the fi is Wess and Bagger 

notation) 

4(Y) = J(Y) + d%(Y) + 02F(Y) 

4(x) = [J(x) + it+k~‘+&A(x) + ; 6282UA(x)] 

. (1.101) 

+ [dw(x) - -& e2t3,*(x)dq + B2F(x) 

v= -e&i, - iB2eA + h.c. + f e2iT20 

egV = 1+gv+;g2v2 
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yields (remembering that d40 project the d2g2 term out of the expression) 

+ ; p&(gD - $ g2A,Ap) 
(1.102) 

where this is for a simple scalar matter superfield and a single Abelian vector 

superfield. This contains the 2g $$A 1 t “e ec ron-selectron-photino” type of term, 

the %p a$ d erivative scalar electrodynamics term (for selections) and the final 

term, which is a “seagull” term for the selections. There is no order five $J*A,A+!J 

term unless it is buried in (g/2)@JD. N ormally the only other term with a “D” 

in it will be a D2 coming from the field-strength term below. Thus, solving for 

the auxiliary field D from its equations of motion, will lead to a 1p&12 term 

(i.e. a four-selection vertex) whose coefficient is proportional to g2. (In general 

this will appear as IpTa$12 where Ta is the group generator.) This term is 

instrumental in initiating spontaneous supersymmetry breaking (SSB) (see point 

four below). Note that if multiple fields are involved in L: that mixing terms will 

naturally result. 

(2) The Superpotential term or “F-sector” 

This term encompasses the mass terms, Yukawa couplings and potential en- 

ergy term for the matter fields,” plus the various supersymmetric variations. 

fll These arise in part from FF* in the “Kinetic Term” but not until a superpotential is added. 
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R-parity must be imposed. The Higgs structure of a theory is found in this 

sector. Recall from (1.67) and (1.69) that the individual terms are 

/ 
Xi+id28 = h&(Y) ( ft 0 en suppressed bY R-parity) 

J 

mij+i+jd28 = 2mijJiFj - mij(->P+i$j 

s 
gijk#i+j4kd2@ = 3gijk [FiFjJk - (-)"$i$)j$k] 

(1.103) 

where the (-)P is to remind us that tc( is anti-commuting and so $9$9 and $99r 

enter with opposite signs (positive for fDr&) and we have assumed that mij and 

gijk are symmetric ($i$'jFk enter with positive sign for ijk cyclic permutations 

of 123) 

We found that this could be written as 

1c = W’F + W’$!qb (evaluated at 4 = J) + h.c. 

and when the kinetic term was added yields 

l = Kinetic terms $- gauge-matter COUphgS - [ $ mij+i$j + fJijk$i$JjJk + h.c.] 

- VP.&, 8, 
(1.104) 

where V = F*F is a potential energy term and, since the equation of motion for 

FisF= -w*, v = lw’12. 

(3) The Super Field Strength term or “D-sector” i s WQWad2B + h.c. 
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This term includes the free gauge field sector and its supersymmetric coun- 

terparts. We find the vector and gaugino kinetic terms and the analogue of the 

field strength F;u Fa ctu which, in the non-Abelian case, includes all of the trilin- 

ear and quadrilinear gauge self-interactions (and gaugino in the trilinear case). 

Finally we have an auxiliary Di field for each vector super-field Vi present 

(4) Fayet-Iliopoulos Progenitor s Vd48 

The only term which has not jet been discussed is a function of the vector 

superfields, Vi, just as W[+i] is a function of the scalar superfields (there is also 

a gravity superfield but we will not concern ourselves with it in this paper). 

We know that, in the W-Z gauge, the terms V and V2 arise. The term 

m s V2d46 would introduce vector and gaugino mass terms. Just as such terms 

are not gauge invariant in ordinary gauge theories, they are not supergauge- 

invariant here. Under (the Abelian case) V + V - i@ - A) the term $ V2d48 

changes by 

/V2d4t+/V2d46’+2/(aa]d40 (1,106) 

and may be excluded. 

The linear term, c $ Vd4e, is gauge invariant, however. The reason is that 

$ d4e is, like d4/d04, a projection operator for the e2g2 term. Therefore 

J 
V(x, tJ,e) d28d28 -+ 

J 
v(x, 6,g)d28d28 + i[n(y,i?) - A(y, t?)] d28 d2e 

= 
/ 

V(x,8,i?)d2B d2J . 

(1.107) 

So this term cannot be so easily excluded. If V is not a U(l) gauge superfield 
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(i.e. mediates a non-Abelian force), V + Vii = TGV”, then V carries quantum 

numbers and s Vd48 would explicitly break the ordinary gauge symmetry and 

would also be excluded. We are left with the sole possible term 

tF.I. = 
/ 

ciVid4B = CiDi (1.108) 

where V’ are U(1) vector superfields and the ci are constants. The CiDi are called 

“Fayet-1liopoulos” terms. Their sole function in life is to alter the auxiliary D 

field constraint by a constant and thereby initiate spontaneous supersymmetry- 

breaking. How this is accomplished will be outlined in the following subsection. 

Since the theory we will be dealing with will be broken by explicit terms we will 

assume that no F-I type terms arise. This term (for obvious reasons) is frequently 

included in the “D-sector” along with the superfield strength term. 

Spontaneous Supersymmetry Breaking 

I intend to gloss over this very briefly since it is not used elsewhere in this 

paper. Supersymmetry may be spontaneously broken both in the “F” sector and 

the “D” sector. Supersymmetry may also be dynamically broken (e.g. “super- 

cola? ) . 

Let us first examine the “F” sector. We recall from (1.13) that 

H - CIQi12 20. 

i 

Thus, if the vacuum state has non-zero energy it must be true that Qi IO) # 0 

for at least one supersymmetry generator Qi. The vacuum state is therefore not 

annihilated by such a generator and supersymmetry is spontaneously broken. For 

supersymmetry to be unbroken we require H = 0 in the vacuum. H achieves its 
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minimum when the potential energy, V = F;*.F’i = xi 1 %I’, vanishes. Therefore 

we require Fi = 0; g ’ ~i=j;;. = 0 Vi in the vacuum. That Fi = 0 for unbroken 

supersymmetry may be understood from the transformations in (1.37). In the 

vacuum, since there can be no derivative term, we have (A G J) 

(1.109) 

Hence when we vary the scalar field we obtain zero unless ($) # 0. This 

it would be a disaster since it would imply that the vacuum was not Lorentz 

invariant! (Actually the vacuum can consist of a single, massless, momentum- 

zero fermion.) Ignoring this possibility we see that if Fi = 0 then the variation 

of all of the component fields under a supersymmetric transformation vanishes. 

The other formulation of the condition for unbroken supersymmetry, 

% &&. = 0 V & for some set of & values (i.e. the vacuum), means that 

supersymmetry is spontaneously broken if the set of equations, T = 0 has no 
i 

consistent solution. 

Examples: 
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dW 

a0 #=T 
= 0 + 3G2 = 0 =% G = 0 is a solution. 

= gcj3 + md2 

$=T 
= 0 * 3gG2 + 2mJ = 0 3 & = 0 is a solution. 

(1.110) 
3) w[+l, 42,431 = hh + m4243 + g&4242 

dW 

Wl 
= 0 =+ x + gqbz2 = 0 

- = 0 * rn& + 294142 = 0 
a42 

dW 

(343 
=O * m&=0. 

The first and third equations are clearly inconsistent when X and m are 

non-zero and we have spontaneous supersymmetry-breaking. This is called the 

O’Raifeartaigh Potential. 41 Unlike internal symmetry breaking, in which a scalar 

field acquires a vacuum expectation value, spontaneous supersymmetry-breaking 

occurs when a constraint (auxiliary) field acquires a VEV. (Note how the “dan- 

gerous” single superfield term A$ is again involved. W = A$ would break super- 

symmetry by itself but could violate R-parity.) 

In the “D” sector the Fayet-Iliopoulos term, L]FI = c s Vd40 = CD, provides 

the breaking. From (1.102), (1.105) and (1.108) we see that (for one Abelian gauge 

‘superfield and one scalar superfield), when all of the parts of 1: are included, the 

terms with ‘9” in them are 

& = 5 g @JD++D~+cD (1.111) 
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al2 so em = 0 “* - =igll,pc,Sc+Dor 

(1.112) 

This is a potential term; VD is to be added to VJF, which replaces the 141” 

term discussed earlier. (i c galpTaT12 f or a non-Abelian gauge group, intro- 

ducing Clebsch-Gordon coekcients into the relative coupling strengths.) When 

c < 0 the minimum is achieved when J = 
0 \i 

Ll 2c g and the gauge symmetry 

is spontaneously broken. Supersymmetry is unbroken because, in the vacuum, 

when (J) = /q we have a vanishing potential and H = 0 is yet possible 

(unless broken in the F-sector). When c > 0, ND > 0 and we have spontaneous 

supersymmetry-breaking. In this case the gauge symmetry is unbroken. Note 

that 

ZD =-iD2=-2)o 

VD=~D~ 
(1.113) 

so we may write the total potential. 

V = VF+VD = F;*Fi + f DiDi. (1.114) 

Again we have spontaneous supersymmetry-breaking when the auxiliary field (D) 

gets a VEV and gauge breaking when the scalar field does. In general gauge and 

supersymmetries may be independently conserved or spontaneously broken. In 

Fig. I.1 we summarize this breaking picture by showing potential terms of each of 

the four possibilities (gauge, supersymmetry either preserved or spontaneously 

broken). Finally spontaneous supersymmetry-breaking results in a Goldstone 

fermion (“Goldstino”) just as spontaneous gauge symmetry breaking results in a 

Goldstone boson. 
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The approach actually utilized is simply to add “soft” breaking terms directly 

into Z. Such terms could arise from spontaneous supersymmetry-breaking as dis- 

cussed (at least a priors) at some greater energy scale (specifically from local su- 

persymmetry breaking) but we simply do not worry about such specific origins. In 

point of fact global spontaneous supersymmetry-breaking has proven singularly 

unsuccessful in providing realistic models. Supergravity-inspired softly-broken 

theories appear much more promising. 42 

One of the nicest aspects of supersymmetry-breaking is that it cannot be 

induced radiatively (due to improved divergence cancellations; there are still 

non-perturbative instanton-like effects which can break supersymmetry ). There 

is a “set it and forget it” attitude. If supersymmetry is unbroken at the tree level 

it will remain so to any number of loops. Masses and Yukawa couplings are not 

renormalized at all in unbroken supersymmetry (and typically receive’only finite 

corrections in spontaneously or softly broken theories). Only the wavefunctions 

need be renormalized. The advantage of using only “soft” breaking terms is that 

these impressive renormalization properties are not destroyed. 

How does this supersymmetry breaking manifest itself? Note that both “D” 

and “F” spontaneous supersymmetry-breaking give masses to the bosons, but 

not the fermions, thus lifting the mass degeneracy. The fermions gain mass via 

the traditional Higgs mechanism. Prior to breaking supersymmetry forces the 

bosonic superpartners to attain identical masses. 

.Assembling the Lagrangian: SQED 

We are now ready to put all the ingredients we have discussed together to 

produce a realistic theory. Before going to the supersymmetric standard model 

we present the much simpler case of unbroken supersymmetric QED. Since it 



is unbroken we will not require a Fayet-Iliopoulos term (linear in V) or a su- 

perpotential term linear in either of the scalar superfields #a and 4~. Since 

there are also no Yukawa terms we may do away with trilinear terms in these 

superfields. V is the photon superfield, 4~ contains eL and its superpartner ZL 

(the “left-selection”) while 4~ contains eR and ZR. The subscripts on ZL and 

& convey no angular momentum information (they are scalars after all!) but 

indicate which of the spinor states the boson is associated with. Elsewhere 4~ is 

called L and 4~ is called R. This is convenient when we consider the extension 

to multiple generations (L;, &) and nontrivial (doublet) structure under other 

groups (SU(2)). Note that since R is a chiral (left-handed) superfield (as is L) 

then fz must contain e$ while R contains et. + This accounts for the differences 

in charge signs in the kinetic terms. 

Kinetic Term : Ze-“” L + ?? eeV R (1.115) 

Since we desire a Dirac mass, not a Majorana mass, for the electron, we require 

a term such as rn(zLeR + ZReL) in the Lagrangian. 

Superpotential (“F”-term) : m,(RL+m). (1.116) 

As usual the (Abelian) superfield strength is given by W” = -iIT2DaV. 

Gauge Field (“D”-term) : 
1 l- 
;iww+4ww. (1.117) 
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Together we have 

&QED = zevev L + zeev R 
, 1 s 

d4B + ; W2d28 + 
/ 

; W’& 

+me(lRLd2B+/md28j . 

(1.118) 

This was presented in Appendix E (Eq. E3). There we used the fact that 

6(8i) = Oi for any Grassman variable Bi 

to bring the final terms into the form d48 = d26d2% The expansion into compo- 

nent fields, using the rules assiduously developed in this chapter, were given in 

Eq. (E4). 
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I.3 THE SUPERSYMMETRIC STANDARD LAGRANGIAN 

We now use the results of the previous sections to construct the supersym- 

metric version of the “standard model” (as of 1987) consisting of 3 generations 

and an SU(3) x W(2) x U(1) y s mmetry group which breaks spontaneous!y, via 

the Higgs mechanism, to SU(3),0~,, x U(~)EM. 

Superfield Content 

Using the notation we have established, the superfields required are given in 

table 1.1. 

The Higgs singlet, r;J, may be included to implement the standard Higgs 

mechanism while retaining an unbroken supersymmetry . Note that Q, fi and 

fi are color triplets while & is a color octet. 

Kinetic Term 

The general form for this term was found to be 

lKIN = (1.119) 

where ‘2” sums over all of the gauge groups that q5 transforms non-trivially under. 

For instance, if q5 = a, which experiences SU(3), SU(2), and U(1) forces, then 

(1.120) 

,Since lk is a singlet under W(3) and W(2) only the final term would be required 

when 4 = I&.. Here Aa are the W(3) generators. 

We shall not be concerned with the action of gluons or gluinos in this pa- 

per. Ignoring all but electroweak contributions we can expand 1~1~ into its 
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component field terms. These consist of standard kinetic terms for all of the lep- 

tons, quarks and Higgses plus the gauge-coupling terms and their supersymmetric 

, counterparts. Letting12 

G coupling be g (N(2)) 9’ coupling be g’ (U(l),) (1.121) 

L ww ‘=-z 9, a ’ ( T’*V’ + YQfJ’V “bij)QtiTpQi 

(1.122) 

- ~g’~~v’p(~R)+ir~uR - ‘z g ’ ‘Y-v ‘“dkzpdR 

where qi = (UL d L is a weak doublet and $zrij$& is an SU(2) singlet (Lorentz ) 

spinor indices have been suppressed). (1.122) must also be summed over genera- 

tions. Of course we may write r* = -& (rl rlr ir2) and W* = -& (V1 zt iV2) in 

order to put (1.122) in a more conventional form. For the leptons we have 

&tv,v ’ = -+ (gr$VE + Y~g’Vfp6~j)4?+iSptj 

(1.123) 

since there is no VR term. Other terms which arise are (see (1.102)) 

i 

-- 

2 

with a similar expression for quarks with ?? + ;ji, zi + GR and &$ Once again 

generations are summed over. A related term is 

?+(gr$?iaqj + g’YQA’qj) 

(1.125) 
i 

. 
-- 

6 2 
&g’YDA’dR 

and similarly for leptons. In addition to these there are seagull terms, quartic 

slepton and squark terms and gauge-Higgs terms. For these terms, re-expressed 
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in terms of more familiar forms (W* instead of W1j2, etc.), Refs. 12 and 13 

are recommended. We already see that the kinetic term alone is enormously 

, complicated. This is only the beginning, however, since many of these states 

mix (especially when 
( > q2 9 (W # 0). F ur th 9 ermore we have auxiliary terms 

in SKIN which can only be disentangled once the remainder of the Lagrangian 

is added. Into this we plan to add soft supersymmetry-breaking terms! The 

result is a prodigiously tangled Lagrangian. For this reason we will not attempt 

to simplify each term as it is presented. We might as well wait until the entire 

imbroglio has been accounted for. 

Superpotential 

The superpotential term, W [q&l, may be divided into the pure Higgs potential 

and the mass-generation terms (all trilinear) 

W[+i] = g?HlLiRj +ggHlQiL)i +g$HzQivj +WH[HI,HZ,N] l (1.126) 

In (1.126) i and j are generation indices. The weak isospin indices have been 

suppressed, however it is assumed that each term is contracted into an isosinglet 

(e.g. ggE&pHF Lf Rj). It is clear that these terms include the normal Higgs- 

induced lepton and quark masses in &OT = $ Wd20 + Jmd2?? once the neutral 

Higgs bosons gain a VEV. It is also clear that quadrilinear terms such as HoHopL 

will induce identical masses in these sleptonic partners. As discussed previously, 

two Higgs doublets are required for such a scheme. Note that all of the other 

interactions which involve Higgsinos will couple with the same Yukawa strengths 

(gu, go, gL) which will not require radiative renormalizations. Note also that no 

bilinear potential terms, which would constitute explicit mass terms, have been 

included. 
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In order to have unbroken supersymmetry spontaneously break the gauge 

symmetry SU(2)w X U(l)y + U(~)EM in the Higgs sector it is usual to take 

The equation of motion for the F-term of N is 

FN = gN[CijHi, Hi - i u2] = gN[@H; + H,H; - 

(1.127) 

f u”] (1.128) 

where Hi etc. are scalar field components. 

Now for supersymmetry to be unbroken we required (previous section) that 

(W i = 0 Vi. Since (Hc), = (Hl) = 0 from charge conservation we require 

(HF) (Hg) # 0. To determine the condition accurately we need to find the 

potential term, V =&FF*+;&D2,f rom the entire Lagrangian, including 

the field-strength sector. This has been done in Ref. 12. The above term (1.128) 

is the only inhomogeneous term in U so we may set the VEV of all other terms 

to zero. Doing so the remaining terms are 

09 i (H;” Hi) (Hi* H;)] 

+ 
1 
i 

g’2[“; - u;12 

(1.129) 

where 

q= 
( > 
HO 1 u2= 2 l ( > HO 
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We see that the solution to (V) = 0 is 

1 
211 = u2 c-u 

fi 
. (1.130) 

We further observe that if several singlet superfields Nr , . . . , NK are employed 

that (1.130) need not be true. In general it is merely required that 

uf + u; = u2 u1= 1 ( > Ho us= 2 . ( > HO (1.131) 

We will, in fact, permit this more general VEV assignment. We will not include 

any scalar Higgs superfields since our breaking will be accomplished via soft ex- 

plicit terms. The most general Higgs structure with two weak doublets, one sin- 

glet and soft (bilinear and certain trilinear) breaking terms has been analyzed. l3 

The presence of such soft terms relieves us of the necessity of employing a Higgs 

singlet. (See, in particular, Chapter 3, case 2 of the quoted reference.) Knowl- 

edge of the precise details underlying the final Higgs structure, which will assume 

the form gHIHfHf* + HiHi* - u212, need not concern us since they will affect 

the Higgs sector which we will not be dealing with directly. It is sufficient for 

our purposes to know that such a soft-breaking scheme exists. 

Super Field Strength 

Recall that this contribution was of the form 

L gauge = 
c(/ 

(1.132) 
i 

W~W&id28 + / WfW&eC123} 

where ‘5” represents each gauge group in the theory and ‘Wa was given by (1.95) 
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and (I. 100). Using the notation of Table I.1 we have 

(1.133) 

These contain all of the gauge and gaugino kinetic terms and self-interactions. 

When spontaneous gauge symmetry breaking occurs, resulting in SU(2) x U(1) + 

U(l)eTn, the 9 superfield components becomes (equally) massive. Since gaugino 

mass terms added to L will break supersymmetry only softly (in fact they are 

one of the only spin-i fields in an N = 1 supersymmetry for which this is true) lg 

we will do so. Since this, and the fermion mixing to be discussed shortly, will 

alter what we would expect from (1.133) alone we will refrain from expanding 

(1.133) and into its myriad terms. 
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I.4 THE FULL LAGRANGIAN 

Into the unsullied, fully supersymmetric Lagrangian of the previous section 

we now add certain terms which break this symmetry softly. 

Soft Breaking Terms 

“Soft” terms are those, which when included as explicit terms in the La- 

grangian at three level, do not introduce new divergences. This is a desirable 

attribute since it means that the attractive non-renomalization theorems remain 

valid. An exhaustive tabulation of soft terms has been made. lg These include 

all dimension-two operators which would normally arise in C (once it had been 

expanded into its component fields) and a few dimension three operators. Specif- 

ically included in the latter are gaugino mass terms but not normal fermion 

masses. Trilinear scalar combinations which arise from the unbroken superpo- 

tential are also included. Note that vector mass terms would break ordinary 
..- N 

gauge invariance and are not included. Higgsino bilinears of the form 83 HiHj 

are also acceptable. 

The soft terms which we will add to &$GwS, the leptonic sector of “standard” 

supersymmetric Lagrangian, are 

The Higgs boson terms will be responsible for electroweak spontaneous sym- 

metry breaking as discussed previously. There is no 3 superfield and only Hf 
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and Hi incur non-zero vacuum expectation values 

u; + u; = y2 = = (250 GeV)2 . 

It is convenient to define 

tan& = ulfu2 . 

(1.135) 

(1.136) 

(This is called cot ,O in Ref. 13.) 

Slepton Mass Lagrangian 

As discussed in Chapter 3 we may generally ignore the contribution to the 

scalar lepton (slepton) masses which arise via the unbroken supersymmetric 

Higgs mechanism, from the lepton masses, and instead consider the most general 

mass matrices induced by soft terms: 

Here we have ignored right-handed sneutrinos. The complexities of this term in 

general are alluded to in Chapter 3. For our purposes it is sufficient to simplify 

the mixing to 

FL and 7~ with angle 0~ 

5~ and ?R with angle 6~ 

fiP and fir with angle 6, 

(1.138) 
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in which case we may write 

EL1 = FL cos eL + FL sin 0~ 

-6~ sin 6~ + FL cos 0~ 

fil = i& cos 8, + CT sin 8, 

fi2 = -fip sin 0, + fir cos 8, . 

(1.139) 

Note that &&, && and 51,~ are the physical mass eigenstates. Conserved 

global family number is the only artifact which would prevent such a construction. 

The absence of e”~ - & mixing is a great simplification. The importance of 

such mixing is clear from Chapter 2. 

Charginos 

The supersymmetric partners of the charged Higgs and vector bosons (Hig- 

gsinos and gauginos) are collectively referred to as charginos. 

The supersymmetric counterparts of the W+HSrH$ and W 

the unbroken standard &GWS include 

H+Hq terms in i 3 

= 211~ 

Lz ig =-- 
fi 

[ulF+li;,, + u2ii7-44 + h.c. 

Note that these are Weyl spinors and we have switched to the basis @* = 

-$ (% zt iv2). Th ese terms will induce mixing between the charged Higgsinos 
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and gauginos. A similar miscibility occurs in the neutral sector. In this sense 

the Higgs and gauge superfields have become “united”. Fayet 43 has taken this 

< idea one step further. It is known that gauge and Higgs bosons can be unified in 

a single superfield in an N = 2 supersymmetry . Fayet showed that this is also 

possible in our N = 1 supersymmetry if one is prepared to abandon the Wess- 

Zumino gauge. If a different set of component fields is eliminated from a vector 

superfield via the supergauge mechanism described in section one, is possible to 

be left with a gauge boson, a Weyl gaugino, a Higgs boson and a Weyl Higgsino 

and no auxiliary fields. 

To these fermion mass terms are added the soft breaking terms of (1.134) to 

yield the chargino mass Lagrangian 

Following Haber and Kane” we note that if we gather these Weyl fields into 

four-component fermions of the form 

(1.142) 

(where we note that $+ # $J-) and write 

kh 
= -- ; [(T+!I+)~?c~$J- + ($J-)~X$J+] + h-c. 

(note the use of ordinary transposes) then we find that 

( M fi rnw cos 6, 
x= 

firnw sin tYV CL 1 

(1.143) 

(1.144) 
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will reproduce (1.141) to wit 

+ (-ii? t&J 
M 

d mwsv 
d~cv) (-g) } +h.c. 

1 = -- 
2 

- ME+@ 

Now, since 

V2 
sv =sin6, = 211 cv =cos& =- V2 

V 
= vf + v; = - (1.145) 

V g v 

once we have substituted for “g”. In the next appendix we will diagonalize this 

to obtain the true chargino mass eigenstates which we denote 2: (; = 1,Z) and 

xi l 
-- When this is diagonalized via 

we will have 

The matrices U and V (and combinations thereof) will be proliferated through 
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the Feynman rules. It is also possible to express z* in terms of the Dirac spinors 

-iW -+ 
g= h/ ( ) iW 

(1.148) 

Neutralinos 

This situation is similar here but we have more states. Both Higgs doublets 

have a neutral state, @ and Ho, with corresponding Higgsinos &, and l?;&. 

The two neutral gauginos are go and F”, related to the basis 7 and z” by the 

same ratios as their bosonic counterparts 

where we henceforth establish that 

cw = cosew 

cv = cos 6, 

c2v = cos 28, 

%+ = coscj 

SW = sin8, 

sv = sin 8, 

s2v = sin26, 

s# = sin4 

From this point forth we use the traditional notation 

(1.150) 

. 

(1.151) 

The terms derived from the supersymmetrized W”HfH; and BOHfHf vertices 

yields the mass terms 

f (gIzi” - gE”) (v&, - v2&, + h.c. 

which again mixes the neutral Higgsinos and gauge bosons. To this we add the 
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breaking terms 

-; Mfo@o - f M’$jjo - P@&~ + kc. 

to yield the general “neutralino” Lagrangian 

CO = -f 
[ 
MFi;o$) + M’fjO$ _ && & 1 1 2 

+$(g'EO - gi?') (I&&, - v24k2) + h.c. 

In terms of z” and X this is 

(I.152) 

&I = $(M’cos2&,+M sin2 &&A + (M - M’) sin 8, cos B,X,?o 

. 
+ 3 (Mcos2 Bw + M/sin2 ~w)z”oz”o + i 5 ~"(~l&l - v2$&,) 

W 

+ /.J&,&~ + h-c. 

Haber and Kane12 establish the notation 

LO = -$ p-y+0 

1 GO’Ty /$O’ = -- 
2 

where two possible bases we work with are 

-ix 

-iz -0 

wO 
Sv&, - &H, 

CV$& + S&l -0 

(1.153) 

(1.154) 

(1.155) 



These consist of four Weyl spinors each. Explicit calculation shows that 

M’ 0 -mZ sin 6, sin 6, rnz cos flu sin 6, 

> 0 M rnz 8, sin cos 6, -mz cos 8, cos 6, -- Y = 
-mZ sin 8, sin 6, rnz sin 6, cos 8, 

rnz cos Ov sin 8, -mZ cos 0, cos 8, 

and 

i 

M’c2 + Ms2 

y’ = 
(M -wM’)sw:w 

(M - M’)swcw 

MC; + M’sL 

0 mZ 

0 0 

These are related via 

0 

-P 

0 0 

mZ 0 

w2v PC2v 

PC2v -Pzv 

tD 0' *I = Bjtj$Oj 3 BBt = 1 

-i.c 
0 
(1.156) 

(1.157) 

(1.158) 

cos 8, sin8, 0 0 

-sine, costiw 0 0 

Bjjt = 
0 0 sin 8, - cos 6, 

(1.159) 

0 0 cos 8,. sin 8, I 

The physical mass eigenstates will be 

(1.160) 

where 

&j = Ni;EBkj l (1.161) 

In correspondence to (1.148) we will frequently express the unmixed neutrali- 
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nos in the form of four-component Majorana spinors 

A= (-;;) go= (-z@) &= (!!I) &= (;) (1.162) 

and the eigenstates as 

i= 1,2,3,4 . (1.163) 

Gauge Couplings to Leptons 

These are the same as in the standard electroweak Lagrangian (at least at 

the tree level) and will not be discussed in detail. (Reference 12 expresses this 

part of the Lagrangian in notation consistent with the supersymmetric terms.) 

The general form for &+,.v ($JL = left-handed spin-3 Weyl fermions; group 

generators are Ta) is 

(I. 164) 

In our case (for one generation) 

(1.165) 

-;!hR pR Beet 8peR (a = 1,2,3 ; i = 1,2) 

where eT = (eL VL), ra are Pauli matrices and y is hypercharge (ye = -1; yeR = 

+2). In terms of Ap,Zp,W*,tadw = g’/g and e = gsin6, = g%os$, 

(1.166) 



and so forth. In terms of more conventional Dirac spinors, with 

7* = $ (1 k 75) 

!I - 
2 cos 6, 

zp [V7’ly-Y - cos 26wz7+-e - sin2 BWz7++e] 

(1.167) 

(1.168) 

+ eA,i?lpe . 

Gauge Couplings to Sleptons 

Following the procedure used when we derived the SQED lagrangian we find 

that the analogue of (1.164) is 

from which f&0, etc. follows just as in the previous section. 

Gaugino Coupling to Leptons 

The corresponding general term for l;tiv is 

(1.169) 

(1.170) 

. 
where $itv at has the (spinoral) structure @/~, etc. We may again expand 

this out for F” and go and then switch to the F*, go, X basis. For instance (in 

two-component form) 

(1.171) 

To write this in terms of chargino mass eigenstates we would have to use (1.142) 

and (1.146) (or the equivalent expression for (1.146) in terms of (1.148)) and 
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obtain LzLVe;;+ which would have U and V matrices in the coefficients. An 

example would be 

If we were considering .Cr;l,, -+ where we have allowed C,, and CT to mix, as in 
i 

(1X39), then we would find 

There are obviously many terms and it would be exceedingly tedious to list them 

all. We will restrict our attention to deriving Feynman rules for those vertices 

which will be of special importance to the calculations in this work (Appendix 

K). The same is true of the neutralino vertices. 
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I.5 GAUGINO COUPLING TO GAUGE BOSONS 

These are the analogues of the non-Abelian trilinear gauge couplings. Once 

the Higgsinos and Gauginos mix to the physical eigenstates Fi the vertices ZizjGk 

and FiFiHk will involve two mixing matrices. 

Just as the GiGjGk gauge term is 

LGGG = igf ijk Gr Gy acL G,,k (1.174) 

the EiEjGk term simplifies to (Weyl notation) 

(1.175) 

where fijk are the group structure constants. We will be interested in (1.175) for 

the cases G = 7, Z". 

We will also need the Higgsino-Gauge-Gaugino terms. The form of the HHG, 

HGG and HHGG terms arises in the usual manner from GGG and GGGG once 

we implement spontaneous SU(2) x U(1) breaking. Since Gr and ii[2 are scalar 

superfields the Lagrangian for EgH and Ggg arises in the kinetic terms in the 

same way as &e and GZFdid. A GEE term arises from the GGHH scalar-vector 

interaction from the kinetic term when one of the Higgs gains a VEV. 

Chargino Coupling to Z” and 7 I: Weak Eigenbasis 

We will use the notation of Haber and Kane12 

to define the mixing matrices Oii ’ from the matrices U and V defined in (1.146). 

We will use the 4-component spinors E and k+ in (1.148)and the Majorana 

spinors from (1.8) and (1.9). 
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The total 722 + Z”zz term is, in two-component form (using (1.175)): 

where yk = 
1 0 

rtl can be read off of Table 1.1. The 73 = ( 1 terms include 
0 -1 

both chargino and neutralino parts. 

Using (A.1) and (A.3) we may assemble this into Majorana spinors . 

1c ’ = - gw,O(iF+)y"fv' - z ( gW; + g’B;) (ii+)7p g+ 

+ t (gF; - d@) Fl7’75& - z27’75&) + h.c. 

(1.178) 

The first two terms constitute the chargino contribution. Using 

zp = cos 6w Wi - sin 6w Bi 

(1.179) 

4 = sin 6w Wi + cos Bw BE 

results in the chargino part: 

9 
ZGO-chargino = - - 

1 
cog ew zp ~02 ew (T+)y i7 + z cos 2ew (E+)rp if 1 

- eA, [ (F+)r’” z + (E+)rp I?] + h.c. 

(1.180) 

Relating Bases 

To rewrite this in terms of the physical states 2: we need to relate the bases 



of states discussed. In summary: 

$$= (-g) GF= (-g-) from(I.142) 

q= (ig) ET= (2)) from(I.148) (1.181) 

from (I. 148) 

where j = 1,2. Recall that 

( i, j = 1,2) so 

Now 7k = $(I rt 75) 

(1.182) 

75=(-d y) 7-=(; ;) 7+=(; ;) (1.183) 

Hence 

7-F+ = 7+@+ = 

(1.184) 

Now, in anticipation of future needs we introduce the conjugate spinors EC 
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and 2: (see also sections A.4 and M.l). In general if 

then 

so 

and 

7-F” = 
-;@- ( > 7+F” = 

0 

0 ( 1 ;q+ 

(1.185) 

(1.186) 

(1.187) 

From (1.182) and (1.184) 

7- FT (4 - camp.) = -iG+ (2 - camp.) = $,’ = (Vt)$- + (Vt)12Tl 

= Vc$- + V2;~~ (2 - camp.) 

= 7-(V~#- + V&F;) (4 -camp.) 
(1.188) 

Using (1.184) again, so 

7- iv+ = r-(VAF; + v,*,~;> l 

Similarly, from (1.181) and (1.182) 



thus 

= U117+~~ + u217+z; (4 -camp*) 

and since 

7+E+ (4 - camp.) = z??- (2 - camp.) from(I.181) 

7+v+ = 7+(&l z;’ + uzl z;> 

(1.189) 

For the Higgsinos 

tiH2 = 2 
-+ gj+ = (V )2lxu; + (v t t )22Z$ 

= r-(v;,f; + v&F;) 

and 

7- iif = r-(v;& + Vz*2?2) 

&& = +; = (ut)2lz; + pJ922z: 

N 
&, = (UT)12?l + (UT)22F; 

= 7+(&2z;t + u223 

so 

7+ g+ = 7+(&2x”: + vZ253 

as in (1.188) 

-+ -i’w =yq= pqllji:: + (Vf)l2Z$ 

;F+ = (VT)l$- + (VT)12?$ 

r+@” = r+(hx”l + K2%) 
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Summarizing these results 

7-l-F’ = 7+(hZ1 + u2122) 

7-F+ = 74v:#- + v,;z;, 

r+g+ = 7+(&2?; + u22F;) 

7-z+ = r-(v&z; + V,*,F,‘) 

r++ = r+(hx”l + h%) 

Taking the normal Hermitian conjugate in (1.185) (v+ = 7-) 

Chargino Coupling to Z” and 7 II: Mass Eigenbasis 

We now substitute (I.190) and (1.191) into (1.180). We use 

{7*,rPI = 0 7++7-=l 7$=1 

to note that 

“Ip = (7+ +7-)7’l(7+ +7-I 

(1.190) 

(1.191) 

(1.192) 

(1.193) 

=7+7p7-+7-7p7+ l 
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Then 

- cos 28w 

= .-it- z{-cos2ew 
cos 6w 

1 -- 
2 

cos 2ew 

+(v,z?, + h2~2)7+7’7-(v~~: + %2?:)] } + h*c- 

Expanding out and collecting terms into the form of (1.176) results in 

IL Oij = 
1 

- COS2 BW Vi, Vj; - 5 COS 28W Vi2 Vj> 

(yR = 
1 

ij - ~0s~ ew LJ,: UJl - z cos 2ew U:2 Uj2 

(I 194) . 

Therefore 

0 if = (sin2 ew - l)Kl vj; -k(l-2 sin2 ew )vi2 Vi2 

= sin2 6~ (Vi1 Vi; + Vi, Vf2) - Vi, V.; - ; vi, v-2 

The term in brackets is (VV+)ij = bij since U and V are unitary. So finally 

(I. 195) 



The photon term comes out directly 

as one might expect. 

(1.196) 

Neutralino Coupling to 2’ and 7p 

From (1.178) we see that 

L Go-neutralino = ;(gw; - g1 B;) (El rp r5 ii1 - E2 rp r5 &) + h.c. 

(1.197) 

- Ez rp r5 &) + h.c. 

where the second line follows from (1.179). Since there is normally no Z3 or 

7H”Ho vertex it is not surprising that the only vertex is the supersymmetric 

analogue of ZH”Ho. The terms like Ei7?& vanish because the neutralinos are 

Majorana fermions (PC = p). By analogy with the chargino case we define 

(ytL ii 7- + 0;?7+ z + h.c. ) 1 (1.198) 

Recalling that z = A$#; we may derive expressions similar to (1.190) and 
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(1.191): 

7- iso = 7- N1 q 

7+ i” =7+Njlz 

7- Fo =7-N;& 

7+ Go =7+NjZG 
(1.199) 

7+ El = 7+ Nj3 3 

7+ & = 7+ Nj4 F$ 

where j is summed over (J’ = 1,2,3,4). The remarkable symmetry is due to the 

fact that j$) is a Majorana fermion. Substituting (1.199) into (1.197) and using 

75 = 7+ - 7- (1.200) 

with (1.192) and (1.193)) and then placing the result in the form of (1.198) gives: 

r/L 
Oij = -; [Ni3 N;3 - Ni4 NT41 

(1.201) 

o!F = - 
v ’ [Ni*, Nj3 - N& NjJ] 

2 

.Note that 

ttR oij = -q&* (1.202) 

and that photons do not couple to the neutralinos. 
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Table 1.1. Fields Appearing in the Minimal Model 

Superfield Ordinary Matter Superpartners Weak Isospin Y 

g', i = 1,...,8 

j/p,0 

B0 

uLi9 ‘Li 

@Jr, = (w?J* 

(a iL= . Nd 
* 

vi9 'Li- 

(l,‘)L = (e;;;)* 

HlO, a- 

Hz+, Hz0 

N 

Singlet 

Triplet 

Singlet 

Doublet 

Singlet 

0 

0 

0 

113 

-413 

Singlet 213 

Doublet -1 

Singlet '2 

Doublet -1 

Doublet 1 

Optional Higgs Singlet 

fiL Singlet 0 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. Patterns of Gauge and Supersymmetry Breaking. 

(a) Supersymmetry Unbroken and Gauge Symmetry Unbroken. 

(b) Supersymmetry Broken and Gauge Symmetry Unbroken. 

(c) Supersymmetry Unbroken and Gauge Symmetry Broken. 

(d) Supersymmetry Broken and Gauge Symmetry Broken. 
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6-87 k> 

-7 
(b) 

(d) 5773A17 

Fig. 1.1 
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APPENDIX J 

Mixing Matrices and Mass Eigenvalues 

J. 1 CHARGINOS 

As we saw in the previous appendix 

terms may be written as 

(eqns 1.142-1.148) the chargino mass 

t (+-)=x$+1 + h-c. (J 1) . 

where $* are four-component fermions of the form 

$+fg+) q--g-) 
and 

( 
M firnw cos 0, 

X= 
firnw sin 8, > 

. 
cc 

(J 2) . 

(J 3) . 

We may diagonalize this to obtain the true chargino mass eigenstates which we 

denote 2: (i = 1,2) and 27. When this is diagonalieed via 

(J 4 . 

we will have 

f,Fi 1 + h.c. (J 5) . 

The matrices U and V are unitary 2 x 2 matrices which diagonalize the mass 

matrix via 

MDiag = u*xv-l . (J 6) . 
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Diagonalization of General 2 x 2 Matrix 

In general to diagonalize a regular 2 x 2 matrix 

(2 2) 

by&= U*MVt, U and V unitary, to 

MD= I M+ 0 
\ 

\ o M-j 

we use 

u= 
( 

cos cp- sin qL 

- sin c$- cos qL > 

u 
cos & sin qL 

= 
-isin& icos& > 

where 

v= 
cos 4+ sin c$+ 

D>O 
- sin q5+ cos ++ 

v= 
( 

cos 4+ sin ++ 

-kin++ icos4+ ) 

D = detM = MllM22 - Ml2M21 

yielding the positive definite mass eigenvalues 

Mk = Q{M+kM-} D>O 

M* =${M-kM+} D<o. 

Here 

M*= 4 (Mu =I= M22)2 + (M2 * M21)2 . 

I D<O 

(J 71 . 

(J 8) . 

This is an appropriate time to interject a word concerning the positivity of the 

eigenmasses. Normally, when diagonalizing a matrix one cannot be so cavalier 
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about altering the sign of an eigenvalue. When the determinant of a real 2 x 2 

matrix is negative it indicates one positive and one negative eigenvalue. It has 

been noted (and can be easily demonstrated) that negating the eigenmass of a 

spinor is physically equivalent to retaining the original sign and performing the 

substitution + + 75t,!~ (or equivalently tl) + -7&). Here we have accomplished 

the same end by multiplying a given row of both U and V by a factor of i. This 

negates the corresponding eigenvalue because we have used (J.6) instead of the 

purely unitary MD = UMVt. In particular we note that 

uu+=vv+=1 D>O 

c 

uut = vv+ = -75 D>o. 

We may similarly negate neutralino masses. The angular entries satisfy 

M-12 * M21 
tan (4+ k 4-1 = Ml1 w+ M22 

cos @+ k &-) = 
MI =F M22 

sin (f$+ k $-) = M12t9M21 

B+ = 2[M1M12 + Md&] 

B- = 2[WN21 + Mdb] 

tan& = 
j/m-A* 

Bk 
. 
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Charginos: General Case 

We proceed to use the above results for the general chargino pattern given by 

(J.3). The masses of the charginos (g+) are given in terms of the supersymmetry 

breaking terms of M, M’ and p of eqn (3.4) and the Higgs VEV angle, B,, of 

eqn (3.6) (see section I.4 also) by 

m-4- 
x1,2 

=${M+rtM-}q* M*= If (M k P)~ + 2M& (1 F sin 2842 
(J.10) 

with q+ = 1 and q- = sign[Mp - M& sin 28,] 

The masses mz+ 
i 

have been plotted, for typical parameter values, in Fig. J.la. 

The chargino vertex matrices are given by44 

Uij = 
( 

cos qL sin f$- 

- sin & cos & > 
Vij = 

( 

cos 4+ sin 4+ 

- sin cp+ cos cjS+ > 
D>O 

Uij = 
( 

D < O 

(J.11) 

where 

D=Mp-M&in28, 

Af = (M2 - p2) F 2M; cos 28, 

B+ = ~&WV (M cos 8, + p sin &) 

B- = 2&M&M sin 8, + j.4 cos 8,) . 

(J.12) 

(J.13) 

(J.14) 

Recall from Appendix I that the general form of the non-Abelian supersymmetric 
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vertex was given by 

OL 
I 

ij = -v-yjl* - + VizVjs* + 6ij sin2 8, 

(J.15) 

OR 
I 

ij = -Uil’Ujl - 4 Ui2* Uj2 + bij sin2 8, 

resulting in the general expressions 

OL 
I 

( 

!j sin2 q5+ - c0s2 8, ij sin fj+ cos qS+ 
ii = 3 sin qi+ cos #+ 8 ~0~2 4+ - cos2 8, ) 

OR 
I 

( 

$ sin2 CJL - ~0s~ 8, i sin qL cos f#- 
i3’ = i sin gL cos t#~ i cos2 4- - ~082 8, ) 

for D > 0 

OL 
I + sin2 $+ - cos2 8, - i/z sin q5+ cos tp+ 

i3’ = . ( ‘/z sin cj+ cos t#~+ i cos2 4+. - ~052 8, > 

OR 
I 

( 

i sin2 t$- - ~08~ 8, ‘/z sin qL cos & 
ii = - i/2 sin qL cos c$- + cos2 4- - ~052 8, ) 

(J.16) 

for D < 0 . (5.17) 
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Charginos: Special Case 

Here we examine a few specific subcases of interest. 

1) Mr2 = M21 (~1 = ~2) 

When diagonalizing the general 2 x 2 symmetric matrix (Ml2 = M21) we find 

u=v= 
cos 4 sin4 

D<O 
-kin4 icos4 

where 

D = detA4 = MllM22 - Mf2 

and in this instance 

4+ = 4- = 4 

which is given by 

tan4 I/~-A = 
B 

A=M,2,-Mz2 

B = 2Mn(Ml + M-22) l 

The positive eigenvalues are 

(J.18) 

For charginos the symmetric condition implies that tan 8, = 1. Restricting our- 
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selves to -K 5 8, 5 7r we conclude that wl = vs. Then 

tan4 d---A = 
B 

(J.19) 

A=M2--p2 

(5.20) 

and 

are the masses. 

(5.21) 

2) M + 0, p + 0 vl # v2 

This corresponds to the instance of the general 2 x 2 matrix in whi ch it is 

completely off-diagonal, i.e. Ml1 = M22 = 0 but Ml2 # M21. In this case some 

care is required when using the general expressiotis. There are two equally valid 

solutions: 

4 - = 0, 4+ = i leading to MD = 

(J.22) 

4 
7r 

-zz-- 

2’ 4 _ = 0 leading to MD = 

For charginos Ml2 = &q,., cos 8, and M2l = fim, sine,. The corresponding 
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U, V and 0’ matrices are, for the first case, 

(5.23) 

OL I 

I- 
2 60152 8, 0 

- 

OR I co2 8, 0 
ii = = l 

0 -cos2e, ii 0 is co~2 8, 1 

(J.24) 

3) “SUSY” Limit: M = p = 0, v1 = v2 

As above, the mass matrix is completely anti-diagonal however, in this case, 

the off-diagonal terms are equal as well. The solutions 4k = 0, 5 apply as before 

but now there are additional possibilities. Any 4-, 4+ subject to 4- + 4+ = 5 

is a valid solution. For aestetic reasons we will chose to use the symmetric result 

4- 

The resulting mixing matrices are 

4 + = 

u=vL- 
11 

fi ( ) 4 i 

OL 
I 1 4sin28,-3 

( 

-i 
i3’ =- 4 i 4sin28,-3 > 

OR 
I 1 4sin28,-3 i 

ij =- 
4 ( -i 4sin26,-3 > 

(J.25) 
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4) “Unmixed Limit” M + 00, p = 0 

Assuming that we set p = 0 prior to taking the limit M + 00, we see that 
c 

D =detX is negative. We find 

M+=M-+oo 
(~.26) 

M-+OasM$/M 

ergo we have one very massive and one massless particle. We also determine that 

tan&+OasMw/M 

so that 
10 

u=v= ( 1 0 i 

OL 
I =+ - 

( 

~052 8, 0 
ij 0 1 z- cos2 8, ) 

(J.27) 

J .2 NEUTRALINOS 

From ~~~ + LMiz in eqns (3.4) and (3.6) we can write the neutralino mass 

terms in the form:13 

1c ma88 = -f (+“)*Y+o + kc. 

where Y was given by eqn (3.8) or eqn (1.156) and 

(5.28) 

(J.29) 

Y is diagonalized by the unitary matrix N via MD = N*YNt (we can choose 

N* instead of N because we use ($“)T instead of ($O)t.) The mass eigenstates 
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then satisfy $ = Nij$T (i = 1,2,3,4). The masses m2+ and mp have 
i i 

been plotted, for typical parameter values, in Fig. J.lb. The neutralino vertex 

matrices are given by N and by12 

OL 
I/ 
ij = 2 1 (N;4 Ni4 - K3Nj*3) (J.30) 

(J.31) 

The General Case 

The general 4 x 4 mass matrix may be diagonalized much as in the chargino 

case. We now must solve a quartic equation. The general roots are sufficiently 

involved that it is almost always more expedient to diagonalize specific cases 

numerically. Furthermore if a fifth neutralino, such as N, is added the resulting 

quintic is typically unsovable in closed form. There are a number of special cases 

which arise which are tractable analytically. 

A Special Case 

An example of an instance in which the 4 x 4 Y matrix may be readily 

diagonalized occurs when vr = v2 and M = M’. The various general forms 

following eqn (1156) then become: 

where 

tanw M+P-M 
2wT = tan2w = 

2Mz M-p’ 
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Here 

Since 

B= 

we obtain 

M=j/(M-p)‘+dM; . (5.33) 

’ coseu, sin& 0 0 
- sin 8, cOseur 0 0 \ 

0 0 J- 
fi 

0 0 1 . 
a 

i 

cos 9, 

- cos w sin 8, 
N= 

sin w sin ew 

\ 0 

The mass eigenvalues are 

sin 6, 0 0 

cos w cos ew - 1 sinw 
fi 

-- 1 sinw 
d -sinwcosO, --LOW 1 . (J.34) 

fiA 
--cosw 

d 

m-0 =M 
Xl 

“2; =fr{M+p+M} 

mf”3 = 2 L{M+p-M) 
(J.35) 

To negate rn:O multiply the z l th row of N by zti as discussed in the section on 
i 

charginos. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. Masses for the indicated supersymmetry-breaking parameters. 

a) Charginos 

b) Neutralinos 
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APPENDIX K 

Feynman Rules 

K .i INTRODUCTION 

Given the Lagrangian l it is a straightforward process, in principle, to gen- 

erate the Feynman rules for a theory. The generating functional is 

(K 1) . 

where the action is given by 

s= / L (x, 6, $) d4x d46 (K-2) 

for a supersymmetric theory. We then generate connected Green’s functions via 

G@)(x~,...,xN) = (@(#(XI). . l +n))]o) = in 6 J;f;,;j;;xn, . (K-3) 

This can be done with the superfields directly leading to the so-called “super- 

graph” approach. Such a procedure has proved useful in proving non-renormali- 

zation theorems, deriving super-Slavnov-Taylor identities and so forth but has 

limited utility in performing practical calculations when the supersymmetry has 

been explicitly broken. In practice it is far easier to read the Feynman rules 

directly from t once it has been fully expanded (remembering the factor of ‘5” 

from (K.l) and any symmetry factors). There is yet another complication in the 

gaugino sector. Because we have Mujorana fermions, which carry no conserved 

internal quantum number, the direction which a spinor line points is somewhat 

arbitrary. Using the procedure and construction of refs. 12 and 13 we assign the 

direction conventionally and establish the corresponding rules. 
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K. 2 MAJORANA FERMIONS 

Charge Conjugation 

The positive and negative-energy solutions to the Dirac equation 

(i a-ed-m)*=O 

are u(p, s) and v(p, s) respectively. It is convenient to define the anti-fermion, 

@, which is a positive-energy solution to (; $ + e 4 - m)$ = 0. 

Given (since 3 = @7’) 

we see that 

‘Lc, C&pT. 

Note the following useful relations: 

c+ = c-1 C = charge conjugation matrix 

CT =-- C 

c-l75c = (75)T @7”C = -(7’“)T 
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w.6) 

W) 

F*8) 

(K-9) 



(K.10) 

For any matrix M, (MT)-’ = (M-l)T, in particular 

(c 1 T -1 = (c-1)T (K.ll) 

UT(b) = v(k, s)CT VT(b) = n(k, s)CT 

ET (k, s) = C-‘v(k, s) vT (k, s) = C%(k, s) 

rp7* = 7rrp (7*)2 = 7* 7*7r = 0 

In any process we attach spinor legs according to 

(K.12) 
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Initial State 

y-63 

7-07 
5773A43 

Final State 

U(P)aP 

44aP 

(K.13) 
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Majorana Propagators: 

B 
P 

- 

B 
P 

3 

B 
P 

3 

P 
7 

\ 
a 0 

7-07 5773A44 

Vertex Manklation 

( i(pi+m) 
P2 > A m2 + ic ap 

( 

iC-l(j+ m) 

P2 - m2 + ic > ap 

( 

-i($+ m)C 

P2 - m2 + ic > ap 

( 

i(- $+m) 

P2 > - m2 + ic ap 

Let A, +, c be a general Majorana fermion, Dirac fermion and boson field re- 

spectively, converging at a single vertex. Then12 the various permutations of the 

direction arrows and corresponding rules are illustrated in Fig. K.l. The ambi- 

guities arise because Majorana fermions carry no conserved quantum number. 
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K. 3 CHARGINO VERTICES 

Let e, Y indicate a representative lepton doublet with no family mixing (ar- 

rows indicate the flow of positive charge). l3 We ignore me since in the matr’k 

element it is negligible relative to rnz. The vertex is 

(K.14) 

;“’ “i 
\ 

‘i; 4 \ 
[GC-‘Vj;r-]pa 

7-07 5773A45 

Where VIj was defined in Appendices I and .I. 

When we go to the case where C is & or 2;~ instead of i& (a’.e. a mixture in 

flavor space) we will in addition have mixing angles (sin O,,, cos By) in the vertex 

(in general when all 3 generators mix, we will have a mixing matrix element). 
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To see how some of the above rules work we will derive two new effective 

rules for the previous vertices when the Dirac lepton (e) is an external particle 

and the corresponding spinor has not been truncated. We will go directly to the 

case of p - r mixing, 

Cl = i$ cos 8, + i& sin 8, c2 = -& sin 8, + & cos 8, (K.15) 

f-07 [VP (pl, ‘I $2 c 
5773A46 

This part of the matrix element is 

[v”(P:)ls,E[igC-‘V7-]6~6~ cos 6, 

= igcos 8, ([V’(P#)& vi; ([c-l?- I 
1 

= igvi*l cos 8, ( [vQ;)]~ [C-‘r_lT) ~bl 

[igc-lvi;7v]616a cos 8, 

(K.16) 

1 -c using (K.9) and (K.12) = igv.i; cos 8, ( @(p;)C[ (7-)TC-‘]T’ / ea1 

= igv; cos e, (33yP;)CT(c-1)T7-)E61 

= igvi; cos 8, (z~(p~)~~(C~)-'+) ~61 using (K.11) 

= igv- cos 8, (e(P:)?-) E61 

(K.17) 



Now regarding Fig. K.l we can graphically depict this as 

z+ i 

(K.18) 

7-87 
5773A47 ‘S2 

Thus (K.18) is a new effective non-truncated vertex (which will prove useful). 

Similarly, from (K.14) the conjugate of the previous example gives us 

a 

I 
P2)l 

w 

7-07 

5773A48 

(K.19) 

= [-igvily+C]p& Sin@v[gT(Pi)lap, 

= -igV:, sine, 
( 

/C7TJT[C+ T I v (P2)l) Paa 

(K.20) 
= -igVil sin 0, (7+CTC-‘vr(p4)) Pea 

= -igV;l sine, (7+(-C)c~‘vr(P~))~2a 

= [igvjl sin b7+V7 (Pl)l/ha 
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Depicted graphically as 

(K.21) 

7-87 5773A49 

It must be emphasized that (K.18) and (K.21) are valid only for the specific case 

where the lepton (p or r) is (1) external and (2) in the final state (as in our 

problem). In general (K.16) and (K.19) must be used. We will refer to (K.18) 

and (K.21) as “derived” Feynman rules and use them to great effect in the next 

appendix. 

Other “chargino” vertices 

2; 
Kt 

Z” 

--SC: K2 
-+ 
Xi 

7-87 5773A50 
(K.22) 
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k2 -’ 

.& Pl + k21W 

(K.23) 

7-87 5773A51 

And the normal Z”-lepton vertex 

& l7W(co~24~7- - bin2 ew7+)lrcla2 

(K.24) 

K1 
Z0 

p err 

< 
pOrT 

K2 

= ie[yw(cot 2e,7- - tan ew7+)lKlrcs 

7-07 5773A52 
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K .4 NEUTRALINO VERTICES 

7-87 5773A53 

[sin2e,N/l + c0s 2e,y217+ 

(K.25) 

With no family mixing. 

We wish to express our results in terms of Nij (N and N’ were defined in 

Appendix I). 

N/1 = Njl cos 8, + Nj2 sin 0, Nii = -Nil sin 8, + Nj2 cos 8, (K.26) 

The above vertex becomes 

. 

V$,ei = ” 
fi cos 8, 

[2 sin 8, cos 8,(Njl cos 8, + Nj2 sin 0,) 

+ (~0s~ 8, - sin2 8,) (-Nil sin 0, + Nj2 cos &,)]r+ (K.27) 

= -$ [tan&N’1 + N,2]7+} 
a/J 

Therefore using Fig. K.l 
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7-07 5773A54 

Reversing all arrows in (K.28) yields 

7-07 

Again from Fig. K.1 

5773A55 

{ 3 [tan @urNjl + Njalr+C}ap 

(K.29) 

= { =$ [tan &N,j$ + N;,lc-‘r-jpa 

= { $f [tan t??wN;l + N,J2]C-17-}pa 

(K.30) 
7-07 5773A56 
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Similarly for the GeFR vertex 

i g sin’ 0, 
- 
lb 

sinB,N$ - cos 8 N;; (1 - 75) 
W 3 

[sin 8, cos 8, ( NjI cos 0, + N2 sin 8,) 

- sin2 8, (- Nj*l sin 8, + Ni2 ~0s &]7- 

ieJZ = -Y 
cos 8, qr- 

cd 

so the vertex is 

{ -$g w-}a, 

7-87 5773A57 

Using Fig. K.1 we obtain these equivalent vertices: 

5773A58 

(K.31) 

-igJZtan d9wN;17-C 
d 

(K.32) 
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P 

7-87 5773A59 

7-07 57734960 

{ igfitanewNj17+}pa 

(K.33) 

{ igfitan @wNjl C-‘r+)p, 

(K.34) 

In all cases above the rules have been demonstrated for no flavor mixing. (Le. 

for &Z’R only.) By analogy with (K.15) we have sleptons mixing: 

In the simplest case 

~ZL cos eL + 7~ sin eL 

e”,L = -FL sin eL + 7~ cos eL 

(K.35) 

(K.36) 



In the most general case FL, FL, FL, &, FR and 7~ all mix together as do cc, cp 

and FT. This leads to rules like: 

-0 

xi 
k YQ h 

(K.37) 

q >B2$ 
A 

{ $f [tan ewN;l + N;2]C-17-}pIp2 cos eL 
N\ 
f1, ’ 

7-07 5773A6t 
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Other “Neutralino” Vertices 

-0 

ki 

< 

xj 

z” 

k2 -0 

Xi 

7-07 5773A62 

,& 17”(o;;L7- + O;;R7-)]IE,rcl 

(~.38) 

k2’ kl 

z”2nsvL( “IL % (Or k) ige cos2e (kl +k2)” 
w ;\JL (or i&J 2cos w w 

7-07 5773A63 (K.39) 

7-07 5773A64 

-&$J- l 2sin2 B,(lcl + kz)W 
W 

(K.40) 

These are all of the Feynman rules required for the process Z” + JAY+. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. The various permutations of the direction arrows and corresponding rules 

for a vertex consisting of A,$, c which are. a general Majorana fermion, 

Dirac fermion and boson field respectively. 

Here 

l?i = l,i75,7p75,7p, qLv l 
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Fig. K.l 

C- -+ 

c- -+ 

x 

< JI 

c- +- 

C- +-- 

O,Q 

b,P 

b,P 

x 

< 

O,Q 

3/ b,P 

O,Q 

b,P 
7-07 5773A65 
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APPENDIX L 

Computation of Z” + rp Matrix Elements 

L. 1 CHARGINO DIAGRAMS 

Diagram 1 

We demonstrate the use of the “manipulated” Feynman rules (K.18) and 

(K.21) here. Diagram one is illustrated in Fig. 1. From the Feynman rules of 

Appendix K we may read off the matr’k element: 

Qp sir& 2 
i 

k _ mfil2 [VT(~~)lp,cr 
= -g3 sin 8, cos B,VjlVil* 

cos 6, s 

d4k 

(2 1 7r4 

Notice how simple the matrix index structure is. This is a result of using the 

manipulated rules (K.18) and (K.21). If these had not been utilized we would 
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essentially have derived them when simplifying the expression which would have 

resulted. 

MIW = 
g3 sin 8, cos &,I$ Vi1 * d4 k 

cos 8, s (2 1 7r4 

X @(P:) 

CL 2) . 

where we have used 

several times. Using 

m, a 
1 1 dt 

k2 _ mc12 - k2 - mc22 = - s (k2 - t)2 
ml3 

we obtain 

J.(lW = - 
2e3 sin 8, cos OJfjlV;l* 

sin’ 8, sin 28, 1% rdt 

ml 2 

(g- /l)7w0,Lil ($I+ 1) - mz+ “2; O$‘] Y+V’(pl) 
i . 

2p:.k+mi-m2+ i 2 I[ k2+2p~*k+mf--m~; 2 1 UJ . 3) 
We proceed to ignore all m$ rn: terms (relative to q2, rn$ m2+ 2 etc. terms). i 
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From equation (HA) 

Therefore 

1 l-x 
1 

a2bc 
= 6 dx dy 

s / 
l-s-y 

[a + (b - a)s + (c - a)y14 
0 0 

2e3 sin 8, cos B,Vjl Vi1 * sin2 8, sin 28, 1% Tdt 6 jdxl’dy (l-x-y) 
ml 2 0 0 

From (H.lO) we can switch variables of integration. 

z=x+y -- z = X-Y 

so that 

1 
xy = 4 (2” - z”) 

0 0 0 

We now employ the formulae of (H.7) 

J 
d4k 1; kp = 

(27r)4 (k2 - 2p 9 k + s - i~)~ 

/ 

d4k k,k” 

= (27~)~ (k2 - 2p 9 k + s - i~)~ 
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q; PPl 
96n2(s - p2)2 

i[P,PV + f (s - P2)s,u] 
96n-2(s - p2)2 



to x-cast our integral into the form 

mt2 2 1 a . 
MIW = - 

2e3 sin Ov cos t9JTjlV&* 

sin2 8, sin 28, 
dt -!- 

32~~ J / 
dz d2 (1-z) 

mcla 0 -2 

(I+-- FhwO$’ (#;+ F) -mp y,’ 0:’ . 
x @(Ph 

i 1 CL 5) . ( s - P2)2 

with 

P = p;x -p;y 

s= -+-x-y)- 
[ 
rn%+ 2x+me+ 2y 

i xi 1 
=- 

{ 
t(1- 2) + f 

K 
mg+2+m-+2 Z+ i xj > ( 

mg+2-m-+2 5 
i % > 11 

As in (H.17 a) we see that 

P2 
. q2 -2 =- 2 - 

4 ( 2”) 

and so 

S- P2 z -D(t) 

=- 
{ 

t(1- 2) + ; 
K 

mi+2+m1+2 z+ mz+2-m-+2 
i xi > ( >I Z 

i xi 

+q 
2 

- p- 
4 ( 2”) . 

> 
CL 7) . 
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From (L.5) 

2e3 sin 8, cos &VjlVil* 
m2 

MIW = - 
i 

sin2 ew sin 28, *iii7 
jdt jdz/Q (l-z) 

ml 2 0 -2 

(L 8) . 

X @(P1)7- + 
rwO$’ 

-D(t) 
7+vr (Pi) 

since 7prwrp = -2~~. In (IA) 

@(P;)Tv’(P;) = @(P;)7- [ (Idi[l - xl+ $;Y)ywo~’ (I$[1 - yl+ I+)] 7+VT(Pll) 

CL 9) . 

Using the Dirac equation 

this becomes 

w -2q Pi l P;-ilp(P:)7-7”7+v’(pI) 

x ;q2 (E” - 2”) CWL 

where we recall from (3.9 a) that 

tWL,R = @%‘l ‘)7r7w7hVr(?‘2 ‘) 

Also recall (from (3.9 d) that 

K, i = -e3 sin 8, cos e, 
167r2 
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(L.ll) 



and 

2e3 sin Ov COS 6&/VjlVil* i .-=- KvVjlVil* 

sin2 8, sin 28, 32n2 sin’ 8, sin28, ’ 

Performing the t integration and substituting for T in (L.8) 

ij sin2 8, sin 20, 
0 -2 

(52 - 2) o$’ 

X - (L.12) 

+ 0:’ In 
DbQ2) 
[ 11 D(mi& 2, 

where 

D(mp12) = mF12(1 - 2) 

+l z K mg+2+ml+2 
i xj > ( 

z+ mg+-2-mgt2 
i 3 )I 

l 2 -2 Z +zq (2 -2”) 

If we had employed a traditional Pauli-Villars regularization scheme we would 

have obtained 

ij sin2 8, sin 28, 
0 -2 

X 

+ 

- 

1 

R' mg+ mi+ Oij 3 ( 
- lq2 L' 

i i 
22 - z") oij 

D(mfi12) 

[ 

A2(1 - 2) + mf+ rnz; 2 + $q2 (k2 - z2) . 
O$’ In 

i 

D(mfi1 2, II 
Here A 2 + oo is the Pauli-Villars regulator which is superfluous in this instance 
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since we have equally well written the log term in (L.12) as a ratio of “D’s” 

where the numerator “D” is equal to the denominator with with fir replaced by 

c &. Dividing (L.12) through by rn%+ 2 and using the definitions of the ratios R, S 
i 

and T from eqn. (3.10) and the integral functions in the table at the conclusion 

of the appendix (Table L.l) gives us the final form 

MIW = 
Cc wL 

2KYVjlVil' 

ij 
sin2 8, sin 28, 

X o$’ Af#‘,+,S,&R;) (L.13) 

Diagram 2 

Diagram two is illustrated in Fig. 2. From the Feynman rules of Appendix 

K we may read off the matrix element: 

M2w = / +$ PW] E62 [kTil*7-]62al cos 8, 

[igVify+]p2pl sin8 [v’(pi)] u Pra 

. 

@ 
(PJ: 4 

-ig 
2 

- mtl 2 ’ 2cosew [ p;-p;-2k]W* 
(Pi + k): 

l 2 
- mfil 

g3 sin 0, cos t9,Vil Vi1 * d4 k 
= 

2 cos 8, J (2 1 7r4 

x @(Pi) 
7-p + y-t )7+(2k + P: -P:>” 

[k2-mgZ 2] [(pi--;)2-m,,2] [(p~+k)2-m~12]v’(p’) 

(L.14) 

We see that use of (K.18) and (K.21) have again simplified the algebra. In this 
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case we use a Pauli-Villars cut-off. Introducing 

A2 
1 dt 

k2 --mm+ 2 
=- 

xi 
/ (k2 - t)2 

me+ 2 
Xi 

Following the techniques used above we obtain 

where 

QW = (Pi + Pi)” iy = (Pi - P:)” ’ 

This leads to 

(L.15) 

MzW = Ku pill2 
sin2 8, sin 28, 

; jdx]idy 1 (b-x-y) 
0 0 mm+ 2 

xi 

x WPi)7+ {(Fqx- ~~Y)(P~w[2~ - 1]+ PhW[l - 2Yj) + rW(s - P”)} vyp;) 
(s - P2)2 

where 

S- P2 
q2 e -t(l- 2) - mfi12z - $Z2 - z2) . 
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The # terms will introduce factors of mp, mT and so will be down by 

relative to the rw term. Thus 

MzW = c 
tw& K, Ivill” 

ij sin2 0, sin 28, 
0 -2 

x O$’ In 
A2(1 - z) + mfi12z + aq2 (E2 - Z2) 

rn%+ 
i 

2(1 - 2) + mfi12z + $q2 (2” - z2) 1 (L.16) 

and because, as we shall seen the total matrix element is finite as A2 + oo we 

may write this sans regularization as 

M2w = ~twLK~/G;,/2 ’ & = & 
i sin2 8, sin 2ew / s 

0 -2 

[ 

rn?+ 
x O$‘ln ’ 

2(1 - 2) + mq2z + $q2 (g” - z2) 

mk+ 
i 

2(1 - z) + mc12z + aq2 (5” - z2) 1 (L.17) 

Where K, is given by (L.ll) and ewL by (L.10). Dividing through by rn:+ 2 
i 

and using the definition of the integral functions in the table at the conclusion 

of this appendix yields 

MzW = c 
cwL Ku hi2 AG(T+ R+) 
sin2 8, sin 28, i’ i 

i 
(L.18) 
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Diagram Three 

Diagrams three and four are leg corrections. For these two sets of diagrams 

we will not use (K.18) and (K.21) in an effort to demonstate some of the C-matrix 

manipulations which occur. From Fig. 3 we see that 

0 sin& 2 
i 

k - mfil 2 

(L.19) 

69 
ai7 

2 cos 8, 
[rw (~0s 2&r- - sin2 hu7+)] nlnl [g*(P;)] anl 

Now we take a few transposes in order to place this in the form of a matrix 

product in the spin indicies. 

M3W = 
g3 sin 8, cos O,V$$~ * d4 k 

2 cos tl,(rni - rn:) / (2 1 7r4 

x [7+clT [- $: + mTIT k2 -‘,,z 

X [rw (~0~26,7- - sin2 &7+)] T [Ti’(pi)] T 

(L.20) 

We now proceed to use the various identities given at the beginning of Appendix 

K. 
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Since ~-17~ = 7TC-l and 7+C = C7$ using (K.12) 

M3W = 
g3 sin 8, cos &,Vil Vi1 * 

J 

d4 k 

2 cos e,<mi - rn:) (2 > 7r4 

- sin2 O(orT) (7w)T] [C-‘u’(p~)] 

Now using (K.ll) 

(7fC1y = (CT)-‘r- 

and using (K.8) 

so 

(C73T = -r+C 

M3W = 
g3 sin 8, cos t?,VilVil* d4k 

2 cos &(rni - rn:) J (2 1 7r4 

ICI + mz+ 1 ’ Ti’pb:)CT (CT)-1 7- k)2 _ m : 2 
:i 

(L.21) 

(L.22) 

’ I-7+‘] [- d + mT]T k2 -f”fi12 

x (COS ZM,7T - sin2e,7TI)(7W)TC-1u7(p~) 

We now “slide” the C-l near the end of (L.22) until it combines with a C via 
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cc-1 = 1 and repeatedly use (K.11) to obtain 

M3w = 
g3 sin 8, cos &,V$Cil* d4k 

2 cos O,(rnE - rn:) J (27r)4 

t---7+) [+: +mT] k2 ’ 
- mfi1 

2 

(cos 2&y- - 2sin2 i9w7+)(-7w)Ur(P4) 

(L.23) 

and since 7~7~ = 0 and 7&7~ = 7k 

syigw = 
g3 sin 8, cos &,V~lVil* d4k 

2 cos 9,(mt - mf) J (2 1 x4 

X 
7-(I+ Ic)7+ 

@(d) (pf _ k)2 - mi+ 2 
i 

(L.24) 

We proceed as we did for the previous diagram, introducing a Pauli-Villars reg- 

ulator via s dt, but use (H.3) instead of (H.5). We find (after eliminating the 

regulator) 

(L.25) 

From Table L.1 we see that this integral is like G(T, 2) when R = 0 (i.e. q2 = 0). 
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Therefore we can write this as 

, M3w = c 
Ku IhI cos 20,m2 cw cc L- 2 sin’ t9wmpm&WR 

sin’ 0, sin 20, rnt-rn: 
AG(T, R = 0) 

i 
(L.26) 

Diagram Four 

Diagram four is computed in precisely the same manner as the previous 

contribution From Fig. 4 we may write 

MqW = 
J 

gi [u’ol,,, 2c;e W 

@) [yw (cos 28w7- - Sin2 0w7+,] K.np 

(L.27) 

@ [ -igh7+c]p,p, sin ‘, k2 

Following the same steps leads us to 

M4W = - 
c 

Ku pill2 cos 20wm2,(WL - 2 sin2 OWmPm7~WR 

i sin’ 0, sin 28, rni-m2, 
AG(T,R = 0) 

(L.28) 

From (L.26) and (L.28) we conclude 

(A43 + M4)W = cos20, AG(T, R = 0) . (L.29) 

Note that the eWR term has completely cancelled between the two leg correction 

diagrams. 
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Total Chargino Matrix Element 

We may now gather together the individual contributions and present the 

complete chargino matrix element. From (L.l3), (L.18) and (L.29) 

MA” 
v. v* * 

=2KVEWL k sin2~1sl:n2* 
ii=1 W W 

Iv I i1 2 [AG(T~, R;)+cos~*, AG(T,R =o)] l 

i = 1 sin2 0, sin 20, 

(L.30) 

Large Mass Limits 

Various limiting forms of the integral functions are presented in section M.7 

of the following appendix. We assert that (L.30) is well-behaved in the limit that 

any of the masses involved or q2 or any of the defined ratios thereof (T,S and R) 

becomes large. In this limit the decoupling theorem enters with full force and 

contributions from very heavy states become negligible. This is readily evident 

for most of the limits. When we take T large (i.e. ml large) this requires a bit 

of work. As a reminder: 

m2- 
Ti = ~ 

m2-. 
Sij = ~ 

Xi 
m- 

Xi 

Ri = ~ 

Xi 
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lim f Theo [N(&#’ ” R) -+ ’ 

lim &(T, S, R) + 0 
T+OO 

(L.31) 
lim G(T,S,R) + -i 1nT 

T+OO 

lim &(T,S,R) -+ -$ 1nT 
T-W0 

Suppose that we consider what happens if mc,, rntz + 00. We find that 

AG, AC 
-2 

+-l-In!+ 
mfis 

and the chargino matrix element becomes 

M*w ---) KucWL (-$ln!C!$) 
sin2 0, sin 20, 

X 
1 

2 IV&12 (1 +COS2*w) + 2 2 VjlVil*O$' 
i=l ij=l > 

(L.32) 

(L.33) 

and we recall that 

OL 
1 

ij = 6ij sin2 0, - VilV*l - i Vi2V.2 

and that V is unitary SO that (V’V), = 6ije Using these it is simple to show 

that 

kl I( v il 2 l+cos2ew) =l+c0s2ew 
i=l 

2 

c 
VjlVil*Ot ’ = sin2 0, - 1 

ij=l 
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and so 

M&” + 
sin2 

K”‘wL (-t ln!$.t) 
0, sin 20, 

X 
{ 

(1 + cos 20,) + 2(1- sin2 0,) 
> 

(L.34) 

= 0 

Therefore M* + 0 as mt,,, + 00. 

L .2 NEUTRALINO DIAGRAMS 

The neutralino contributions may be obtained from those of the charginos by 

making appropriate substitutions. There are two sectors to consider. The left 

and right sleptons behave somewhat differently. Rather than present all of the 

crossing relations, which may be obtained by examining the Feynman rules of 

the previous appendix, we will simply present the final result. 

MU = ML~~L + MRtWR 

tWL,R = fi’(Pl ')7~7w7d(P2') 
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)if+- XL 

2 sin2 0, sin 20, 
tan OwNi + IVi212 cos 20wA6(TLoi, Rf) 

-2 &tan OWN *il + N *i2) (tan *d&l + Nj2) 
j=l 

MO 2KR 
R = 

sin2 0, sin20, 
ltan OWN *il I22 sin2 e,A@TR’i, Rf) 

+2 k(tan O,Nil) (tan OWN *jl) 

Ku = c 
16n2 

e3 sin eu cos 0, 

KL = 
i 

-e3 sin eL cos eL 
167r2 

. 

KR= 5 e3 Sin eR COS eR 

R, S, and T are ratios of masses: 
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SO 
rnnq2 

J . . = - 
v rn2q2 I 

R0 i =42 
4rn202 i 

where rn& and rnTR 
h 

are the slepton masses. 
1 

A typical substition would involve going from the T-~$ to the T-&,$ 

vertex. We would make the substitutions 

-igVjl + -ifig tan 0, Nj*1 7+ -+ 7- 8, 3 eR . 

L .3 COMPLETE MATRIX ELEMENT 

Summarizing, the complete matrix element is the total of the chargino and 

neutralino contributions. It is given by 

tWL,R = @%‘l ‘)7r7w7kUr(?‘2’) 

K, i = -e3 sin 0, cos 0, 
167r2 

i 
KL = l6r2 -e3 sin 01; cos eL 

KR = i -e3 Sin eR COS eR 
167r2 
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(L.35) 

7* = i (lf75) 



ML= Ku k{ 1~~1~ [AG(T& Ri+) + cos20wAG(Ti+,0)] 
sin2 8, sin 20, i=l 

2 

+2 C vi; Vjl 
R' Oij AI~~~(T~, S$, Rf) 

j=l 

+ O$’ Ae(Ti”, S;, RT)] } 

KL 

- 2 sin2 0, sin 20, 
ltan OwNi + Ni2 I2 cos 20wA6(TLoi, Ry) 

4 
-2 c(tan OWN *il + N *i&an OwNi + N’2) 

j=l 

+ oL;; AC(TLOi, S$y Rf) I) 
MR= 

2KR 

sin2 0, sin20, 
[tan OWN *il I22 sin2 e,k(TR’i, R9) 

4 
+2 c(tan 0, Nil) (tan *wN *jl) 

j=l 

+ oRi; AG(TRO~, SG, RP) 
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R, S, and T are ratios of masses: 

2 
TS mti mr12R. 

i 
=- 

m2t2 
TL,ROi = m8 

8 2i 

-2 
s$ = y SO 

rngi-j2 

mzT 
ij = m.,2 

Xi 

(L.36) 

R;+ = ?fv R0 =42 
4mi+2 i 

i 

4mzo2 
i 

where m- LL and m7R are the masses of the charged slepton of the first generation 
1 1 

mixture (see eqn. 3a) and rnrl is the mass of the first sneutrino (i;l = FP cos 0, + 

& sin O,,). The neutralino masses are rngo i 
(; = 1,2,3,4) and chargino masses 

are mR+ (i = 1,2). ‘ 
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Table L.l Integral Functions 

1 2 

I[N](T, R) = fr 
s J 

dz dZ N(z, 4 

0 
z(l- T) +1+ R(2 - 2) 

-2 

1 2 

$91 (T, R) = f 
J J 

w, 4 

0 
dz di(l-%)T$%+R(2-%2) 

-2 

1 z 

f[N](T, s, R) = ; 
/ / 

dz d2 N(z, 2) 

0 -2 
(l- z)T+ f[(1+ S)% +(1- S)Z]+ R(Z2 - z2) 

G(T,s,R) = -$ /dz jdiln[(1-Z)T+tI(l+S)I+(1 
J 
0 

J 
-2 

c(T, R) = 

G(T,R) = 

- 

- 

1 z 
1 
z J / 

dz d2ln [(l -z)T+z+R(Z2 

0 -% 

1 z 
1 
5 

J J 
dz dZln [z(l - T) + l+ R(E2 

0 -2 

- 

- 

- 

s);] + R(Z2 - %“)I -3/d 

z”)] - 3/4 

z”)] - l/4 

&(T, R) = G(T, R) - G(T, R = 0) 
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Table L.l Integral Functions (Continued) 

Note that 

c(T,R) = &(T,S = 1,R) 

r[N] (T, R) = f[N] (T, s = 1, R) 

~,,,(TI~) = ?; (N] 5 

l[N](T, R) = ?; 5 [N] 

+ilnT 

$“] u-9 RI = $(T,R) 

For any function, F, of Ti"Q~ 
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Table L.l Integral Functions (Continued) 

1 2 
T 

1h’T9R)=~ 
zN(z, 2) 

di[r(lsT)+1+R(i2 - 0 -2 %“)I” 

1 z 
T 

&(T, R) = z 
s J 

dz d: N(G q 

0 
--z [(l- z)T + z + R(Z2 - z”)]” 

1 2 
T 

+](T,S,R) = -z 
s / 

dz dZ N(z, 5) 

0 -= [(l - z)T + $ [(l + S)z + (1 - S)Z] + R(Z2 - z2)12 

6’(T, S, R) = -T&(T, S,R) 

G’(T,R) = -Trp-xl (T, R) 

G’(T,R) = -q-s] P-Y RI 

c?(T,R) = -T [qz] (T, R) - $1 (T, R = o)] 

I;](T, R = 0) = 2T 7;); T2 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. Diagram One. 

2. Diagram Two. 

3. Diagram Three. 

4. Diagram Four. 
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6-87 

5773A25 

(p(-k)'-m$ 

Fig. L.1 
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6-87 
5773A33 

Fig. L.2 
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ig 
2cos4jJ I: YW 

6-87 

5773A27 

vi ,*Y-)g 6 coseV 
1 2 

p:)lg < 
2 

Fig. L.3 
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5773A26 6-87 

Fig. L.4 
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APPENDIX M 

Analysis of Integral Functions 

M. 1 INVARIANT FORM OF 1 AND c INTEGRALS: Sij VERSUS Sji 

We know from physical intuition that when we interchange zi and cj in the 

vertex shown in Fig. 1 that this should not affect our answer. 

Here j& is es’, rnr = rnFL R, etc. Using these abreviated forms we may 
7 

also shorten the mass ratios originally defined in eqn. 3.10 to 

Sij ’ =- 
S- 3’ 

Then 

1 z 

j[N] (Ti, %j 3 Ri) = + 
J J 

dz d; 

0 -2 

” (1 - Z)Zli + i [(l + Sij)Z + (1 - Sij)Z] + &(Z2 - Z2) l 

WI 

NOW multiply by Sji/Sji to use (M.2) 

i;lV] (Ti, Sij, Ri) 
1 z 

=- 
x 

/ / 

SjiN(z, 2) 

0 
dz d’ (1-Z)~~Sj~+~[(1+Sj~)%-(1-Sj~)E]+I&Sj~(Z2-Z2) ’ 

-2 
W) 
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Now 

Ti Sji = Tj and &Sji = Rj . (W 

If N(z, Z) = N(z, -2) we let Z ---) -E in (M.4) and using (M.5) get 

’ (l- z)Tj + $ [(I+ Sji)z + (1 - S’ii)Z] + &(i? - 22) 

= Sjij[N] (Ti9 Sji, Rj) 

w6) 

or 

Similarly from (M.5) and (M.6) 

In particular, of the functions which appear in (3.9), & ‘feel and R~~~L~zI, 

c IQ] = 2 c ql] + C f[l] 
ij ij i 

m- .>m- 
XJ Xi 

The latter term being the i = j term since f = 1 with S = 1. Likewise 

= 2 c lq52-~2] (Ti, Sij, &) + C &?[~2-,21(Ti, Ri) l 

(M.lO) 

(M.ll) 

ij i 
m- .>mgi 

XJ 
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The sums 

c 
i,i 

m- >m- Xj Xi 

can also be written 

(M.12) 

A similar result holds for the c functions. From Table L.l, letting 5 + -5 if 

N (z, 2) is even in Z, yields 

Ci(Ti, Sij, R;) = Ci(Tj, Sji, Rj) + $ h Sji (M.13) 

and the “invariant” form is 

C(Ti, Sij, &) + i i!n Sij = C(Tj, Sji, Rj) + i h Sji (M.14) 

and similarly 

C(Ti, Sij, R;) + f en & = G(Tj, Sji, .Q) + $ h Rj (M.15) 

G(Ti,Sij,&) + ki!nTi = C(Tj,Sji,Rj) + $nTj l 

From Table L.l 

(M.16) 

(M.17) 

so that 

C’(Ti, Sij, &) = c’[Tj, Sj;,Rj) l (M.18) 

Thus in all of the terms in MU, both large and small mass-splitting cases consid- 

ered, we may restrict our attention to the Sji 2 1 contributions. This will prove 

convenient for numerical evaluation. 
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M .2 &,~~l INTEGRALS: IMAGINARY PART 

Some fun with complex analysis 

The propagator for the jth boson [fermion] is 

A- s propagator = i[(lG + T)] 
Pi” - rnf + ic; 

(M.19) 

so we just absorb the in into the m2 term 

rnf + rnz - iEi . (M.20) 

The l[N] terms came from diagrams like those of Fig. 2 involving loops of three 

propagators, each with their own, arbitrary ic. From eqn. (L.3) we are lead to 

integrals like 

1 2 

l- 

0 -2 

X 
mi(l - Z) + f [(mg + mg)z + (m& - mlj)z] + f q2(z2 - 22) - iz 

(M.21) 

where 

(M.22) 

Since each Q is of arbitrary relative magnitude the overall sign of 7 might 

appear to be parameter-dependent in a way which could render the relative signs 

of different contributions ambigous. Our task is to prove that this is not the case 

and to derive the correct sign. 
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Divide through by rn& 

1 2 

I- 
J J 

dx dE 
1 

0 -2 
q1 - z) + 3 (1+ s& + (1 - s+] + I&(9 - 22) - ie: 

(M.23) 

where 

here (as in (M.l)). We re-define 

and, in general, 

Zj 

‘j E rn2 Xi 

(M.24) 

(M.25) 

(; subscript understood). 

The slepton masses, ml, are (miLi, miRi, mci) and rngi is jth gaugino/higgsino 

mass. We can choose Sij 2 1 as discussed above and so we have 

(M.26) 
and all c > 0 . 

Now look at the most general such integral of the type in (M.23). Pulling “R;” 

out of (M.23) we may write (making the expression exact) 
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Comparing with (M.23), (M.24), and (M.25) 

b= 
1-s 
-<O 

2R 
(M.28) 

sb 
2 =-- 
q2 

( ‘Xi - 'Xj)' 

which is of no fixed sign since q, cj are arbitrary and independent 

C =-- z2 TO - 2) + i (1+ S)z - 
R I 

&c-Q q2 [c&l - z) + f (c&. + f&Z] < 0 

where the inequality follows from (M.26) since all the bracketed 

tive. Since Ic; 
i 

- ‘~~1 < E:i + c;j and 0 5 z < 1 we can say that 

0 < i+bl < -6~ . 

For (M.27) write 

where 

& A $ -(b + it!&) Ifr db2 + t&b&& - 4c - 46, 3 . 

Letting 

(M.29) 

terms are posi- 

(M.30) 

(M.31) 

(M.32) 

A=b2-4cr4Q=4 (1 - z)T + z 
R I 

(M.33) . 

defines Q as 

2 (l-z)T+z >. - R _ (M.34) 

since A 2 0 or else there is no imaginary part. This follows since A is, essentially 
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, 

the discriminant of the denominator of (M.22). If A < 0 then the denominator 

has no real roots and is always positive or negative definite over the range of 

integration. The result is a real integral. Note that since (1 - z), z, T and R 2 0 

that 9 2 0 and since Q > 0 for Im 1 to exist it follows that that 

Define 

so r+ > r- (Q 2 0) 

Q < (2 + b/2)2 . (M.35) 

rk = Re [&] 

Writing 

k(Z) = r*(z) + i&) 

our analysis will reduce to determining the signs of C+ 

Define 

b 
G zt 

(1 - z)T + x =-- 
2 R 

and note that 

F+ > F- . 
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(M.37) 

(M.38) 

(M.39) 

(M.40) 



Then 

=(%-T;+)(z---). 
Of course from (M.35) 

( z - F+)(z - 7-m) = Q > 0 . 

So the cases are 

0 i x-F+>0 and z---i;->0 

( > ii z -~+<0 and z--i;-<0 

Likewise 

( 2 - r+)(z - r-) = (l-z)T+z >. 
R 

Cases 

0 i z--r+ > 0 and z-t- > 0 

( 1 ii z-r+<0 and z -L<O 

and in all cases 0 < z < 1. From (M.31) and (M.38) 

1 z 
1 

fPwl1 = gj J s dz 
N(G i) 

0 
dg (2 - r+ - ;c+)(g - r- - ice) 

-2 

(M.41) 

(M.42) 

(M.43) 

(M.44) 

(M.45) 

(M.46) 

(M.47) 

1 2 
1 

=- 2R ss 
& N(z,‘) 1 1 

- (r+ - r-) 5 - r+ - ic+ z - r- - ic- 1 
0 -2 
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with 

and therefore 

1 z 

Js dz N 42 (‘, ‘) 2 - r+ 1 - - ic+ z - r- 1 - iL I . (M.49) 

0 -2 

Principal Value Formula 

Under s dx: 

1 1 
4 - =F i7rdqx - a) 

X- aztir x-a 
(M.50) 

(M.51) 

X f$$- N(z, Z) [sign(E+)@ - ++) -,sign(e-)6(Z - r-)] 

since Q > 0 for an Im part to exist. The Signum function, sign(X), is defined to 

be : 
-1 xc0 

sign(x) = 0 x 0 = 

1 x>o 

(M.52) 

h-2 &v(*,i)] sb(~+)N(z, ~+)V(z 
0 

- sign&)N(z,r-){8(z - L) - 0(--z 
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Now from (M-35) 

(00 bI0) 

and since 

b 
dG 

b 
z-- 

2 
>O 

--z 

we find 

- 

and therefore 

lq-%-r*)=e(-z+&/Q)=6 (-[%+dG)=o 

(M.54) 

(M.55) 

(M.56) 

(M.57) 

with the result that (M.53) reduces to 

s [N(z, r+)sign(c+)B(z - r+) - N(z, r-)sign(E-)6(s - r-)] . 

(M.58) 

Since the two terms are proportional to S(z - r+) and O(z - r-> we require z - r+ 

and/or z - r- to be positive in order to get a contribution. Looking at (M.46) 

and (M.47) we see that this rules out case (ii). 

We must have 

z- rf > 0 (M.59) 

This can be understood in the following way: 
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Since eP > 0 we could write a factor of 

in IiN] just like S(Q) 

(y 0 - dT +z = B([z r+] [z-r 
( R > 

- - 1) 

(M.60) 

(M.61) 

so from (M.58) 

1 . 

J 
0 

x [tqz - r+)sign(E+)N(z, r+) - 8(z - r-)sign(r-)N(t, r-)] 
(M.62) 

but 

e& - f+][2 - f-])e(2 - f&) = 6(2 - f+)e(2 - f-) = O(Z - f+) (M.63) 

since r+ > r-, i.e. 

0 < r+ < 2 < 1 also r- < r+ < z < 1 (M.64) 

the net result being 

I-m f,,,, E)] 
P 

dz e(Q)o(z - “) 
47 

[sign(c+)N(z 9 r+) - sign@--)& r )] 1- l 

0 
(M.65) 
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From (M.57) --z - r- < 0 and therefore --z < t-. With this and from (M.64) 

15 --z < r- < r+ < z 5 1 with 0 < r+ < z 5 1 (M.66) 

From (M.36) and (M.40) 

so 

and hence 

‘i;+ - r- = 
v’ 

P- 4T + z +‘pj > o 
R 

(M.67) 

r+ -Ff- = 
\I 

(1 - 4T + z + & > 0 
R 

5;-<r+<zjl (M.68) 

z- T- > 0 (M.69) 

From (M.43) and (M.44) case (ii) has just been eliminated leading to the in- 

escapable result that 

Thus (because r+ > r-) 

z -Q>O. (M.70) 

e(Q) = S([Z - F+][z -r-l) = e(~ - F+)~(z - L) = e(% - v+) . (M.71) 

Also 

b 
T;+ -%X0=+--2- 

5+ 
(l-z)T+z <o 

R 
. (M.72) 

Now 

-z-y-=-z+- ;+,/T<+;+/T<o (M-73) 

from (M.72) since b < 0. 
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Therefore 

v- > -2 (M.74) 

Also note that from (M.72) 

-15 -2 < r-,7- < r,F+ < 2 5 1 r+ > 0 (M.75) 

()< (l-z)T+z<z+b 
d R 5 

i.e. 

b 
z+->o 

2 

(M.76) 

(M.77) 

so using (M.71) and (M.65) 

1 . 

h-n f[N(z,E)] = 2 
J 

dz8( z - f+)e(z - r+) 

42 
[sign(C+)N(z, r+)-sign(E-)N(z, r-)] . 

0 
(M.78) 

Note that 

Sk - v+)e(z - r+) = e(2 - m=[r+,F+]) . (M.79) 

From (M.75) 

IrkI < 2 l 

Recall from (M.30) and (M.39) that 

(M.80) 

(M.81) 

Since 

Ir-1 < z =+ Ir*bI < zls,l < I&l (M.82) 
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we see that 

signfr& + &] = sign[&] = -1 

1 and since - 
wcf” 

sign&) = &l 

we may finally conclude that 

(M.83) 

(M.84) 

1 . 

/ 
dz ‘( 

2 - r+)e(z - r+) 

62 
[N(z, f+) + WY 41 (M.85) 

0 

where we recall that 

(M.86) 

Q 
(1 - z)T + z 

= 
R 

T,S, and R are as in (M.24). 

M .3 $1 AND lilvl INTEGRALS: IMAGINARY PART 

We may also obtain Ip++)l directly from (M.85) by letting s + 1. Then 

b = 0 and 

(M.87) 
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(M.88) 

with 

- 
Q = z2 (1-z)T+z - 

R 

17-n T[N(z,Z)] 

i7r =- 
4R 

jdr 0 (z- RF) w- fi) 
- 

l/G 

[N(% 
3 

0 

Note that if N(z, Z) is even in 2, i.e. N(z, Z) = N(z, -2) then 

(M.89) 

- . 

(M.90) 

If N(z, 2) is odd in I, i.e. N(z, -Z) = -N(z, i) then 

Im I[N(z,S) odd in Z] = o l 

(M.92) 

We compare I and 7 in Table L.l. 

We see that the above analysis goes through for $1 if we make the changes 

with 

‘w z2 = (1 - 4 + Tz - 
R 

(M.93) 

(M.94) 

(M.95) 
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Therefore 

. 

Im Ipl = 2 
l e(z-.T)e(z-*) 

J dz 
fl 

N(z,@) + N(z, - . 
0 

(M.96) 

If N(z, 2) = N(z, -Z) is even in E 

. 
I?72 I[N] = g 

l e(~-~)e(~-~) 
J 

dz 
m 

N(z,m) l (M.97) 
0 

If N(z, 2) = N(z, -2) is odd in 2 

ImI[N] =o . 

M .4 11~1, TiNJ AND IiN INTEGRALS: REAL PARTS 

1 2 
1 

Rel[N] = 5 
N(z, 2) 

dz i2 -wczl 
0 -2 

(M.98) 

(M.99) 

where W is given by (M.95). We will assume for the moment that N = N(z). If 

N(z,Z) = i2 - z2 then we express it in terms of the above (see the next section). 

Then 

1 1 

X U -- - 1 -A- 6 j/w s+fl 24w WV + 3 + 
;w(z)l %-w) 1 
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and from the Principal Value Theorem, 

=; jdzN(z){& [en@ - diV) - ln(Z +&)I e(w) 

0 

ergo 

=$[dr~(l(n[$!!?~] B(W) + tan-‘&I3(-W)} . 

(M.100) 

The procedure for f,, is similar 

NM ” 52 + bz + c 
-2 

with 

b+. c=$(-)2z2+ 1+s 
-y+(l-z)T}. 

As in (M.33) and (M.34) let 

Q+ (&4+ (z+!!)2-z~1-;)+R 

then 

(M.101) 

(M.102) 

(M.103) 
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or 

E 
Re frN] = &[s ( Fan-’ (‘-$f) - tan-’ (->$‘>1 4(-Q) 

1 
+z b-8 

(4)” - (2 - Am)“< 
(4)” ( - z+dg2 I 1 e(Q) l 

(M.104) 

For Re‘fpq we let b + 0 in (M.104) above giving us back (M.lOO) with “W” 

replaced by 8 as given in (M.89). 

A question arises as to the behavior of Ref at Q = 0. Using the asymptotic 

form (5 + 00) tan-’ x = 7r/2 - l/x + 1/3x3 - . . . valid in the arctan sheet 

used 

1 
1 

Ref(Q-+O)-+M- 
2R 

0 

X 
IAT 

+ 
82 

-z+b/2 --z + b/2 > 
0(-Q) + ien 

(M.105) 

Accordingly 

Re f(Q + 0) = A] dW4{ (b/2;;-,2 e(Q)+ cb,2;;-r2 e(-Q)) (M.106) 
0 

so the integrand is continuous at Q = 0. In fact at Q = 0 since, 6(Q) +6(-Q) = 1 

we have 
1 

1 
R~~[N(z)](Q = O> + -E I 

44 
dz 9 _ (b/2)2 l 

(M.107) 

0 
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Note that when b = 0 in the ‘T case 

1 

1 
R~T[N(z)](G(~) + O) ---) -jj 

J 
dz N(z) 

- l % 
0 

(M.108) 

This causes no problems unless Q(z = 0) happens to be zero, i.e. unless the spot 

where g vanishes just happens to be z = 0. But 

(1 - z)T + 2 &=&- R (M.109) 

from (M.89) so 

- 
Q( %=o)+o (Mm) 

since we have taken T, R > 0. So (M.108) is good everywhere (T/R = 4mz/q2 

so there is a possible problem when rn? the slepton mass, vanishes.) 

The formula for Im f[N] works well for N = N(z, Z), but (M.104) was re- 

stricted to N = N (2). Recall from (M.27) that we may write 

From 

J dZ 

b z+ c={-,2+($-b)%+(1~‘)T}. 

9 + bZ + c 

(M.lll) 

(M.112) 

b 
z ln(Z2 + biZ + C) + 

b2 - 2c 
J 

d2 
2 3 + bE + c 

(M.113) 
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we have 

c 

$3 -,q(T,S,R) = f jdz 

0 

(M.114) 
2 

z2 + bz + c b2 - 2c - 2z2 dZ 
22 - b% 

. 
+ + c 2 J 9+bZ+c 

-2 

Therefore 

+Ref [+ -c-z2](T~ 8 RI 

and 

1 
$b2-c-z2=+b2+ b-E z-(1-+- 

( > 

T 

1 
=- zT 

R [( - 1. + bR) + cf b2R - T)] 

as well as 

z2 + bz + c 
1 =- 
R 

(M.115) 

(M.116) 

~(1 - T) + T 
> 

1 
z2-bz+c=E ~(1 - T - 2bR) + T 

> 
(M.117) 

so 

z2 + bz + c ~(1 - T) + T 
22 - bz + c = ~(1 - T - 2bR) + T l 

(M.118) 

Let 

N’(z) E 2 [z(T - 1+ bR) + <3 b2R - T)] 
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then from (M.l15), (M.l16), and (M.117) 

Re &~,y (T, S, R) = s ’ {l-qjd%&i z(l-T)+T 
~(1 - T - 2bR) + T 

/ 

0 

+ Re QNl(z)] (T, s, R)) l 

(M.120) 

Now both the numerator and denominator of -q&3& are always posi- 

tive (b < 0) so we can easily integrate out this term. Since 

1 

J 

dz h(crz + p) P =h(a+/3)-l+$!n 

0 

(M.121) 

in general we have 

j&ln(;zI;,) =,,(~~~,)+%en(~+l)-~en(~+l) = 

0 
(M.122) 

with 

CY =1-T a’=l-T-2bR P+‘=T 

for the integral under consideration. Since 

Cr+p= 1 and cr’+ p’ = 1- 2bR 
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we may write 

1 

J ( dz fh 
~(1 -T) + T 

~(1 - T - 2bR) + T 
0 

=- -ha (1 - 2bR) - 1 TT 2bR h - - 

2bRThT 1 - 2bR 
= - - (I- T)(l - T - 2bR) 1 - T - 2bR Ln(l 2bR) 

or letting 

B s bR 
1-s =- 

2 

1 

J ( dz tn 
~(1 - T) + T 

~(1 -T - 2B) + T 
0 

(M.126) 

(M.127) 

1 

[ 

2BThT 
=1-T-2B 1-T 

- (1 - 2B)h(l- 2B) 1 
and (M.120) becomes 

Re ‘fpzgl (T, S, R) 

1 
{ 

1 
1 B 

1 

2BThaT =- --. 
2R 2R l-T-2B 1-T 

- (1- 2B)h(l- 2B) I (M.128) 

+ Re jN’(z)]( T,S,R)) 

or 

Re $2 -221 (T, s, R) 

1 =- 
2R =t 

1 -- iR l & [ST&T - S&S] 

+ Re j[N’(z)] ( 

(M.129) 
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since 

B 
1-S =- b B =- 

2 R 
1-2B=S (M.130) 

N’(z) = 2 [%(T - 1+ B) + (i b2R - T)] . 

When S = 1 (B = b = 0) this becomes 

(M.131) 

Re $L~PI (T, S = 1, R) = &{ 1 - 2Re~~z(l--T)+T] (T, S = 1, R)} l (M.132) 

M.6 G AND e 

G comes from, for 

1 2 

instance, the yw term of .Q’ in Appendix L. 

A2 

.M;-yw/d%f/di/dt 

0 --Z m? 
Xi 

1-z 
’ (t - i+) (1 - %)+ (m2, - ic,)% + +q2 (Z2 - %2) l 

Comparing the definition of G from Table L.1 or the next section we see that 

1-z 
’ (t - i~xi) (1 - %) + (rni - iEi)% + fq2(Z2 - %2) 

and since (1 - z), z > 0, when we extract (1 - z) we obtain 

G=tJdz/dijdt 

0 --Z m? 
Xi (M.135) 

1 
X 

t + &-[miz + fq2(Z2 - %2)] - ic 
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where c > 0. Now use the Principal Value Theorem (M.50) 

1 1 
X- 

-+ --Fir 6(x-a) 
CYzti~ x-a 

under the integral sign to give 

Since A2 + 00 6(A2 + . . .) = 1 always and 

ImG=i*jdz; jdZ [I-6(mzx,Il-z]+m~z+~ [Z2 
- 

0 -2 

Now 

1 - 6(x - a) = e(a - x) (M.137) 

hence 

1 z 

ImG=in d2 6 [- (R[E2 - z”] + (1 - z) + Tz)] 

0 -2 

z21 I 
. (M.136) 

(M.138) 

where we have divided through by rng,, > 0 (i.e. S(f(x)) = 6(af(x)) if a > 0). 
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From (M.95) 

w(z)=z2- R (I-z)+Tz >. . 

Dividing through by R (R > 0 if q2 > 0), (M.139) becomes 

ImG=irjdr $ jdi @(W(z)-i2) . 
0 -2 

This could be solved analytically (by cases). From (M.135) and (M.50) 

1 

ReG i = -- 
J / 

dz ‘di th,R (“” - W(z,), 
0 -2 

T 

6 is evaluated in a similar manner. 

(M.139) 

(M.140) 

(M.141) 

(M.142) 

(M.143) 

Ree i = -- -z”)+$ {(~+S)z+(l-S)Z}+T(l-z)I 

0 -2 
(M.144) 

S = Sij = rn& fm%; T, R as in(M.142) 
I-S 

b = 2R . 

Note that in Re G and Re G that as rni + 00 (i.e. T + 00) that 

(M.145) 

which would seem unnatural for a term in a cross section. 
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M.7 G AND e ‘RE-DEFINED? LIMITING FORMS. 

All portions of the matrix elements are finite as m2+ , miiO + 0 or q2 ---) oo 
i i 

i.e. as R + 00 or Sij + 00. There is a troublesome point in the chargino sector 

as rn; + 00, i.e. as T + 00. We desire the infinite -i en T contributions from 

G and & to cancel, at least in the SUSY limit. 

If we define 

1 2 

G(T,R) = -$ 
J s 

dz dZn[z(T - 1) + I+ R(i2 - z2)] (M.146) 
0 -2 

1 

e(T, S, R) = - f 
/ / 

dz ’ dZn[T(l - z) + i {(I + S)Z + (I- S);} + R(g2 - z”)] 

0 -2 
(M.147) 

then 
1 2 

G(T + oo,R) -+ -; 
/ / 

dz dZn[zT] = -fhT + i (M.148) 

0 -2 

1 2 

C;(T + oo,S, R) + -i 
J s 

dz dz”h[T(l--z)] =-itnT+z (M.149) 

0 -2 

Since all “real” processes will involve AG, Ae or AG where 

AF = Flil,fil - FllQ,c2 F(T, R) E F(T, R) - F(T,R = 0) (M.150) 

for any function F, the constants will always cancel. It is only in numerical 

calculations where, perhaps, the & (or 22) sector is being artificially examined 

by itself, that a re-definition of these integral functions becomes desirable. The 
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Ipq, fpq functions need not be m-defined, 

derivative of a constant vanishes). Thus we 

1 z 

G(T,R)=-; 
J J 

dz dSz[z(T -1) 

0 -2 

1 z 

0 -2 

3 
x en[T(1-z)+~{(1+S)z+(1-S)~}+R(~2-~2)] -4. 

nor the G’, @ functions (since the 

choose the redefinition 

+l+R(Z2 - z2)] - ; (M.151) 

(M.152) 

For numerical investigations, if we use the definitions in (M.146) 

where 

and 

where 

CGR = 0.80684 - 1.57079570257 i 

CGS = 0.75 . 

Note that when we use the definition (M.152) that 

~(T,s,R + OO)+ -$hR+0.05684- 1.570’79i 
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(M.154) 

(M.155) 

(M.156) 

(M.157) 



C(T,S + oo,R) + -t!nS . (M.158) 

In all of the R + 00, S -+ 00 limits AG + 0 and AC ---) 0 of course. Note 

that as rngi + 00 that Ti, &, Sij + 0. In this limit the quondam definitions of 

(M.146) and (M.147) would lead to 

1 2 

G(R + 0,T -+ 0) + -f 
J / 

dz h (1 - z) = i 

0 -2 

1 a 

c(R+O,T+O)+-i 
/ J 

1 
dz dZtnz=q 

0 -2 

12Si!nS+3(1-S) 
6(R -+ 0,s > 1,T + 0) --) z 

1-s 

c need not be considered for S < 1 since this is not used. 

Note that 

(M.159) 

(M.160) 

as desired. 

If the m2+ ,m20 + 00 limits were thought to be of greater import than 
i i 

the ml + 00 then a different re-definition could ‘have been made in which the 

constants -l/4, -3/4 in (M.151) and (M.152) could be interchanged to bring the 

limiting forms to zero. Using our revised definitions in (M.152) 

G(T+O,R+O)=f 

G(T -+ 0,R + 0) = -; (M.161) 

Stn S 
~(T+o,S>O,R+O)=~ l-s’ 

Which are much more symmetric than was the case with the functions as they 
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were previously defined. 

In conclusion we present certain q2 = 0 limiting cases of interest: 

hT2+(3-T)(l-T) 1 1 1 
G&c 0) 2(1- T)2 - ii 

G(T--+ l,O)-+ -z 

T2hT2+(3T-l)(T-1) 3 7 
c(T,O) = - 

4(T- 1)2 - 4 
c(T + l,O)-+ -z 

I[l] (T, 0) = 
ThT+l-T 

(1- TJ2 
(M.162) 

The formulae developed in this chapter have been used to plot the more impor- 

tant of the integral functions over a range of parameter regimes. It should be 

mentioned that the Feynman diagrams may be equivalently expressed in terms 

of what may be becoming a standardized set of integral functions originally put 

forth by Passarino and Veltman.45 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

r 1. 

2. 

3. 

Tree Level Vertex with more than one Neutralino. 

Typical diagram contributing to fiN1 terms. 

G(T, R) vs. ml for rn; = 0.1,20 GeV. 
2 m- 

T =+ 
m2 

(I2 =mg= (90 GeV)2 

4. G’(T,R) vs. rni for mz= 0.1,20,45,50,100 GeV. 
n A 

T=q R= q2 
Gg q2 =mi = (90 GeV)2 

5. &T,s,R) VS. rni 
m2- 

‘=G R= 
@(T, S,‘R) VS. U&i 

(Indistinguishable). 
9 

for rnFi = 0.1 GeV and S = 1,lOOOO. 

S = m;i mli q2 = rni = (90 GeV)2 

6. for rnzi = 0.1 GeV and S = 1,2 

T=--, R=.& 
m; 

S=3 q2 cm;= (90 GeV)2 
m2i Xi Xi 

7. 6(T, R) vs. ml for m; = 1.0 MeV. 

m2- 
T =d 

X 

R= q2 
G$ !12 cm%= (92.9 GeV)2 

8. R X $2eZ21(T, R) VS. m; for ml = 20,40,60,80,100 GeV. 
2 m- 

T =$ 
X 

R=& i !I2 =mi= (92.9 GeV)2 

9. 

10. 

j@,S,R) vs. mi for rnFi = 0.1 GeV and S = 1,6x 105,8 x 105, 10% 

m2- 
T = ,+ 

mgi 

R = ,$ 
Xi 

m2 S = --$ 
Xi 

q2 = mi = (90 GeV)2 

jbl(T, S, R) vs. ml for m;,, = 0.1 GeV and S = 1.4,1.6. 
2 m- m2 

T = .-+ R= q2 
mii iFig 

S =xi m~i q2 = rni = (90 GeV)2 _ 
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APPENDIX N 

Background 

We wish to consider the difficulties involved in observing e+e- ---) ~~17 at SLC 

(or LEP) while operating at a Z”-resonance whereat (pe- +J++)~ = rnb which, for 

the purposes of numerical estimates, we will take as (90 GeV)2 in this appendix. 

The detector signal is a g* and a 77 exiting back-to-back, each with essentially 

half of the total energy and with no missing mass (from v’s, 7’s, y’s, etc.) 

This signal may be mimicked by the far more common decay mode 2’ + 7~ 

with the subsequent decay of one or both of the r’s into a muon and neutrinos. 

Since the r will travel - 0.25 cm prior to decay, and such a kink would be 

unobservable if the decay products of the r do not come out at a large angle with 

respect to the r’s direction, the event will resemble a muon and the decay products 

of a 7. In either process the r’s must emerge back-to-back, both with E = 45 GeV 

(to within a few MeV), but since all decay modes of the tau involve at least one 

undetectable particle (the tau neutrino), and many (7 + JWV, evv, etc.) give rise 

to several such states, accurate energy and momentum reconstruction is difficult. 

There is no problem with the modes r + HADRONS or r+ + e+v,&, but 

r+ + $v+ provides a substantial background. Some of the p+ will have 

virtually all of the r+ momentum (soft neutrinos) and so the event will appear 

as e+e- + r-Q- instead of 7%~ 

One method of reducing the background would be to eliminate all signals 

which have an opening angle which is discernibly different than 180 degrees. The 

difficulty in distinguishing the two decay modes 2’ + r/.~ and 2’ + rr + 7~ + 

soft neutrinos is that both involve at least one tau reconstruction. Since such a 

reconstruction will necessarily introduce an error in the inferred tau momentum 
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angle (which varies over the range of the detector) there will be some AB (for 

the MARK II detector this is actually A$, the error in the ‘acoplanarity’) below 

which it will be impossible to distinguish a back-to-back event from one whose 

opening angle is R - A& For a background event the opening angle will range 

up to approximately twice what it was for a genuine pr event. Thus we will be 

able to experimentally eliminate those events with the largest opening angles. 

But these are precisely the events which will be most easily differentiated on 

the basis of calorimetric information (since events with larger opening angles will 

tend to be those with stiffer neutrinos). Thus it appears that angular information 

will not be useful in discriminating the background from the actual signal. 46 An 

analogous argument applies to using the impact parameter. 

It appears that we must rely upon energy and momentum considerations to 

exclude the background contribution. The difficulty of eliminating the spurious 

component depends crucially upon the energy resolution of the detector and what 

the tail end of the energy distribution of r(45 GeV) ---) puu (pp = 45GeV) looks 

like. When pP A ps the angular kink is negligible (the r + p decay point is 

2.5 mm from the interaction region) and will be indiscernible. The time of flight 

(delay because mr > mp) difference is - 0.25 cm/(&p& with ,& = G-mi 

where 

r7 cz 4.5 GeV/(m, = 1.784 GeV) F=S 25.2 . (NJ) 

Therefore 

w-$ T (N 2) . 
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and 

w 3) . 

yielding 

At = 
2.5 x 10s3m 1 
3 x lO+8m/s l 2(25.2)2 e ” ’ ’ lo 

-15 
sec* 

So the delay time is about 6.6 femtoseconds and experimentally unobservable. 

We need to calculate the energy spectrum of the p* produced from the decay 

of a 7% We will perform an idealized background calculation. We will consider 

only events which have passed cuts imposed by the detector topology and ignore 

1. Beam width (i.e. assume that the beam energy is precisely known). . 

2. Bremsstrahlung. The p and r will bremsstrahlung in the strong magnetic 

field of the detector (even over the 2.5 mm decay distance). 

3. Chance of particle interaction (imperfect vacuum) in detector (secondary 

scattering) . 

4. Imperfect particle identification. 

At SLC the e- beam will be 100% polarized (say in the z^ direction). Thus 

to make a (spin = 1) Z" only the e+ component with spin in the +z^ direction 

also (almost all of it) will be used. As a result nearly all of the Z” will be created 

polarized in the +z^ direction and at rest. Examining the helicity states of CL-, r+ 

in e+e- + Z” + p-r+, as illustrated in Fig. NJ, we see that polarization effects 

are expected to be important. 

Let us consider the r decaying at rest and then “boost” this to the lab 

( P? = 45 GeV/c) frame as in Fig. N.2. We know that the r will likely be polar- 

ized. The normalized number distribution of the muons in the tau rest frame 
47 
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(using the &Fermi Lagrangian, which is an adequate approximation here, and 

mcl << m,) is 

d2Np = s2[3 - 2sdz a(1 - 25) cos 6Booet]dz d cos 6 

- for r+ ---) J.J+ 

(Y = degree of polarization 

(c~ = 0 unpolarized (N 6) . 

a! = 1 100% polarized) 

Ei 
X =-* 

fm, 
W) 

Therefore 

Ei = Ep in r rest frame, prior to boosting by fr mz. 

$m, = mm[Ei] in rest frame so 0 < x 5 1. 

x [3-2(~)ha(co;;n,) (l-Z[$])]dcosO (N 8) . 

16E,2 
=--q- [3m - 4Ei - Fy(mr - 4Ei) cos 81 d cos 8 . 

Note that the ‘en sign holds for both ~1~ and p- because for $ the polar- 

ization is in the momentum direction (same as boost) whereas for ~1~ it is in the 

opposite direction. This just compensates for the sign difference in (N.5). 
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The (normalized) number of p’s in the range [O,O + d6] (i.e. r rest frame) 

with energy Ei is 

dNp(Ei, 0) = z [3m, - 4Ei - cr(m, - 4Ei) cos 61 2r~~s6 dEi (N . 9) 
f 

(since there is no q5 dependence and s dfl = 47r). 

We now boost (in z^ direction say) up to E, = rnz/z. In general48 

and since & m pT k: 1 

7f 

Let Ef be the final energy of the p in the lab (2” at rest) frame 

Ef = mZ mp7f= f Ei - 
mT 

(1+ cos e) 

(N.lO) 

(N.ll) 

(N.12) 

(remembering that 8 is in the r rest frame). The probability of the final state 

having energy Ef in the lab frame, given energy Ei and angle 8 in the r rest 

frame, is 

Ef = 
/ 

(Prob. of Ei)(Prob. of 0) (N.13) 

up to a normalization, where I$ = $ .Ei 2 (1 + cos8) from (N.12). Letting 

Y- 
2Ejm 

= mz(1 + cos6) 
(N.14) 

this condition is Ei = y. 
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The probability of Ef being the final p energy is, therefore, (N is a normal- 

ization factor) 

E- bmu 1 

N 
J J 

dEi dCOS8 5 [mT(3 - acos8) - 4Ei(1 - acosB)] 6[El-y] (N.15) 
z 

E* b min -1 

with Eimin = 0 and Eima = m,/Z. Letting z = cos 8 The energy constraint 

equation becomes 

Y 
2Epr 

= mz(l+ z) 

and the number of muons expected at a given lab energy is 

m/2 1 

dN, N -= 

dEf 
- 4Ei(l - CYZ] 6[Ei - y] 

0 -1 

m/2-y 1 

= N 
/ 

d(Ei - y) 
I 

dz s [m,(3 - a~) - 4Ei(l- Q~Z] 6[Ei - y] 
7 

-9 -1 

n,(3-az)-4. 2&m, %- 
mz(1 + 2) 2 

(N.16) 

The argument of the theta-function must exceed zero requiring that 

mr 2EfmT 4Ef -- 
mz(l + 2) 

>O=+%>-- 1 . 
2 mZ 

Therefore 

1 

dN, -=N 
J 

E? dz - 
m,(3 - az) 8Efm,(l- QIZ) 

m2m2 (l+~)~ - mz(1+z)3 1 (N.17) 
dEf 

(rlEf/ms)-1 ’ ’ 
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and letting w = 1 + z 

i 3-a(w -1) 8Ej 1 - a(w - 1) 
(J2 -- mZ W3 1 J 

+ (3 + a)mz + 8aEf 

W2 

=N Es 2Ef 
4m,m$ 

4amzEjln - 
rnz +6( 

CY - l)mzEj 

+ 4(1- 3a)E; + 2rn; 
I 

Let 

N 
fl = 4m,m$ l 

The normalization is established by requiring that 

and so 

mz/2 
r) J dEf Ef 

0 

X LiamZEjh 2Ef nZ + 6(a: - l)mzEj + 4(1 -3a)Ey+2m$ 

Performing the integration yields the result 

m42 l=rl 144 1 P+ I} a 

8(1+ a)Ej 
W3 1 

(N.18) 

(N.19) 
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or 

144 
rl = mi(9+a) 

which, when used in (N.l8), gives 

dN, 288Ej 
--= (9+a)mi 

2Ef 
dEf 

rni + 3(a - l)mzEj + 2(1- 3a)E3 + 2txmZEjh - 
mZ 

(N.20) 

Where Q! = 0 for the unpolarized case and Q! = 1 in the completely polarized 

case. 

For Q! = 0: 

dN, -= 32Ej(Ej - mZ>(2Ej - mz) 
dEf m42 

(unpolarized case). (N.21) 

For a! = 1: 

l-4 144 Ej -=-- 2Ef 
dEj 5 rn$ 

(m$ - 4E;) + 2mzEjln - 
mZ > 

(polarized case). (N.22) 

These distributions are depicted in Fig. N.3. 

We are interested in those p’s with Ep A E, = mz/2. The number, N(AE), 

of p’s within energy AC of mz/2 is 

me/2 

N(AE) = 
/ 

dN, 

dEf dE l 

(m/2)-AC 

f 

(N.23) 
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Therefore 

(m/2)-Ae 

N(Ac)=l-s / dEfEf 

0 
m42 

x rni + Q(CY - l)mzEf + 2(1 

288 1 = --- 1 
9+a rn$ 

- 2Ef 3c~)E! + 2amzEfh G 
> 

X irn;E; + (cy - l)mZEf + f (1 - 3a)Ej 

2 
+ (-am& L)E; + BamzE@h Et - i)} 

3 mZ 

and expanding all terms to order (A&)2 yields (eventually) 

N(AE) = E. 24 $ 
“Z 

(A 1 E2 
CY = 0 gives N(A&) = 8 - 

mii 

24 (Ac)~ 
Q = 1 gives N(A6) = 5 7 . 

Z 

(mz/2)-4& 

0 

(N.24) 

(N.25) 

(N.26) 

Thus polarization effects decrease the background by a factor of S/3. 

The energy-momentum resolution for stiff muons for the Mark II detector at 

the SLC will be, at best, (once the close vertex detector has been installed) 28 

A' 2 0.1% per GeV. 
-i- 

(N.27) 
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For muons in the 45 GeV range this implies that 

S5%. 
P 

(N.28) 

(There is an additional 1.4% error anticipated from multiple scatterings, within 

the drift chamber alone, which must be added in quadrature.) Taking the “super- 

optimal” momentum resolution, A&OPT, at SLC to be 5% then 

(N.29) 

and we observe from (N.24) that 

N&OPT) = s.24 (omo5;~m,)l = (G) 1.5 x 1(y2. (N.30) 

For (Y = 0 N(Aeop~) = 5 x 10e3 (N.31) 

For a = 1 N(AEo~T) = 3 x 10B3 . (N.32) 

Note that the difference between E, and mz/2 (due to mT # mp) is only 

about 17 MeV, far below the energy resolution. 

Now 

BR(Z -+ rr) 3 3% BR(Z + pp) = 3% (N.33) 

BR(r -+ pi~u) = 17.5% BR(r --$ et7v) N 17.5% (N.34) 

and therefore an expected sample (ultimate fiducial yearly yield at SLC) of 
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lo6 Z”‘s yields 30,000 rr events. We expect roughly 

lo6 x 0.03 x 2 x 0.175 x (3 x 10-3) - 30 (N.35) 

misidentified stiff $6 from e+e- + rr events (many of which will go undetected 

due to their decay configuration). We also expect - 30,000 pp events. From 

chapter three recall that 

OPT s3 x l(p 
%P 

(N.36) 

and so we would expect fewer than 

lo6 x 0.03 x 2 x 3 x 1o-6 M 2 x 10-l events per year. (N.37) 

We may simultaneously search for both r$- and r-cl+ events, accounting for 

the additional factor of two. Again some of this signal will be lost. 

The question arises as to whether we could improve these results if the prin- 

cipal mixing arose in the Z- jI sector rather than the p - Y sector. Since fac- 

tors of the lepton masses have cancelled from (N.24), the same expression is 

valid for r + epy. Similarly e+e- + Z” --+ $e- will have the same rate as 

e+e- 3 Z” + r+p- however the primary background will now arise from 

e+e- + Z” + r+r- 

r+ 3 p+ziv (N.38) 
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We expect that (P means ‘probability of’) 

P{r -+ p(Aa)~v; r -+ e(A@v} = FP{r + p(Ac)~u} l P{r --$ e(Ae)pu] 

(N.39) 

where F is a factor of order unity. This describes events in which the taus emerge 

back-to-back and decay into an electron and muon, both of which retain almost 

all of the momentum of their parent taus, and appear to continue diametrically 

back-to-back with no apparent energy loss or deviation. From (N.24) we know 

that 

3-a (API 2 

N(W(,,) = - ’ 6- 
g+a p2 

therefore 

NW (ep) A (z)2.36 (:)2 . 

For CY = 1 this becomes 

N&)(,,) = 1.4 

(N.40) 

(N.41) 

(N.42) 

which, for a 5% error gives 

N(Ap) N 9 x 1O-6 . 

From the branching ratios in (N.34) we expect about 

lo6 x 0.03 x 2 x 0.175 x 0.175 x (9 x 10-y - 2 x 1o-2 (N.43) 

misidentified e+e- + e*@ events per sample of lo6 Z”‘s. Comparing with 

(N.37) we see that this could, in theory, be as much as an order of magnitude 
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less that the signal rate. This conclusion is, of course, based upon somewhat ide- 

alized (“super-optimal”) background estimates and production rates. It should 

be noted that, in partial compensation, it will be substantially easier to eliminate 

background on the basis of angular information in this system since no r-track 

momentum reconstruction will be required. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. The decay 2’ + rp in the laboratory rest frame illustrating the configura- 

tions which are and are not helicity-suppressed. 

2. The decay r --) ~LYY in r rest frame. 

8 = the angle of the p momentum with respect to r polarization factor. 

8 is also the boost direction angle for the p+ case. 

9 + 7r is boost direction angle for the r- + p- case. 

3. The distribution of emergent muons, 3, from r ---) J.WV versus Ef, the 

muon energy in the laboratory frame. 

The degree of polarization of the r* is a. 
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APPENDIX 0 

Matrix Element for ~1 + ey 

0.1 INTRODUCTION 

A one loop calculation of the pey vertex has been performed. Unlike the 

pretermission in the 2 + pr computations, here we shall not neglect the masses 

of the external fermions and assume the photon to be on-shell. The result may 

be added to the effective Lagrangian of the theory and is valid whenever the 

leptons are on-shell (when all three states are off-shell the result is somewhat 

more involved since some portion of the V$ terms will be replaced by pi and 

gauge invariance will be more difficult to employ as a check on the final form of 

the result). The calculation was performed with the two-component formalism 

for a purely SQED theory. We know from considerations of Lorentz and gauge 

invariance 2Q that the results may be placed in the form: 

+ [wJ2) + F,5k12)75] ~puqu > V(p,s) 

K 
cr312 sin 8 cos 0 =-- 

144fi Qw =pw -p: 

(04 

(o-2) 

where 6 is the Z - F mixing angle. 

There are twenty Weyl-spinor diagrams in all, falling into the catagories of 

triangle and leg-correction contributions. Each contributes a piece to both the 

Fr and F2 terms as well as other pieces which would be disallowed by our general 

considerations. These can be shown explicitly (and rather laboriously) to cancel 
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among themselves. To facilitate this it was found useful develop a projection 

technique, similar to that employed by Brodsky and Sullivan,4Q to project out 

of each two-component expression that portion which contributed to each of the 

terms in (0.1). The tangle of algebra which followed was made tractable by 

judicious (i.e. extensive) use of the symbolic manipulation routines REDUCE 

and MACSYMA. 

0.2 SQED FORM FACTORS 

In the SQED case we use the integral functions of Table L.l but the’ mass 

ratios of eqn. (3.10) become 

TL,R 
m;l =- 
mi 

R=42 
4m: ’ 

We also define 

(04 

It is then found that 
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36[3m: + mt][q2 - 2(2m$ - 3m+m- + 3my)] - 
[q2 - 4mt][q2 - 4m2_] 

x [*.+(I-z)I(TR,R) - *+(~-ztl(T~~~ = 011 + R -+ L 

F;(q2) = -9 *&TR,R) R 

36[3mt + m$][q2 - 2(2m% - 3m-m+ + 3m:)l - 
1 q2 - 4m$][q2 - 4m2_] 

x [*I[zpz)l(T~,R) - *~[z(I-z)I(TRJ~ = 011 - R + L 
F2(q2) = -m2[q2 _ 4mY][q2 _ 4m2 ] 

- { 

N2 *I[z(cz)](TRrR) 
A + 

- 2m-[3mt + m?][q2 + 2m+(m+ - 3m-)] AI~(~--z)I(TR, R = 0) 

+ R+L 

lV2 = m+q4 - 2(m+ - m-)(2m: - m+m- + m2_)q2 

+ 4m+m-(3mt - 5m2+m- + m+m2_ - 3mS_) 

F,5(q2) = -m2[q2 _ 4my][q2 _ 4m2 ] 
- { 

N; *~[z(I-z)] cTR, R) 
A + 

- 2m+[3my + m:][q2 + 2m- (m- - 3m+)] *$(I--z)] (TR, 2 = 0) 

> 

- R+L 

N5 2 = m-q4 + 2(m+ - m-)(2mz - m-m+ + m$)q2 

+ 4m+m-(3mt - 5m2_m+ + m-m: - 3m3+) 

(0 5) . 
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These expressions are valid for all q 2. Note that Ff and Ft are the same 

as Fl and J’2 respectively except for m+ w m- and the relative signs of the 

left and right sectors. In deriving these form factors algebraic simplification was 

facilitated by use of the equation 

$a] p-9 R) = @J) 

as found in Table L.l of Appendix L. Since R = -$$, as q2 + 0 (photon on shell) 
A 

we have R ---) 0 and we see that the A~Iz(~-z)~ terms in Fl and Ff' explicitly 

vanish. It is also true that &(T, R) vanishes as R -+ 0 but 

irno 
&(T,R) (I--T)(~T~ - 7~+ii) 

+ R + (I- T)4 ' 

This expression is regular at T=l: 

Similar considerations enable us to evaluate 

3 + -- . 
2 (04 

(0.5) in various regimes of momen- 

turn space. Relatively simpIe closed-form expressions have been derived for the 

form factors in the large and small lqi2 limits. For example 

fi(q2 + 0) -+ *fi(T~) - i*f;(TR) + (R + L) 

where 

j ( > _ (1-2)(222-72+ll)+6enz 
1x = 

(l- s)4 

jo( ) _ (X - 1)(3z4 - 17x3 +43x2 - 77x - 12) + 60 xhx 
1x= 

x(1 - x)6 
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0.3 EXACT ANALYTIC EXPRESSIONS 

The various integral functions may be expressed in closed form although, in 

practice, little is gained thereby. As an example 

e(T, R) = 1- {G+(U+) - G+(L) + G-(K) - G-(L)} 

with the following tedious definitions 

+,-D, 
f 

A& = 2 In z[z4p2 -+ 4z3p3 + z2(x4 + 5p4) F 2zp(x4 + p4)] 

+ [-z4p2 zt 6z3p3 - z2p4 zk 2zp(2p4 - x4) + 2p2x4] 

B& = 4p2[z AZ PI2 

C& = $n(fr - P) 

Df = x2[2 In z. ln(l AZ z/p) - Ii&s/p)] 

with li2 is the dilogarithmic function defined by 

li2 (5) 3 - 
’ ln(1 - 5) 

J 

dx 
. 

X 
0 

Note that liz(x) = - $ ln(l - x) d(lnx) and that 

P*g) 

I s dx = Ins ln(l+ x) + liz(-x) . 
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Continuing with the definitions: 

1-T 
P’T 

u* z ((1+ p)2 - x2 zt 1 

Similar expressions exist for the other integral functions. 
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